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PREP ACE 
The Program Committee for the Fifteenth Lunar and Planetary Science Conference 
has chosen these contributions as having the greatest potential interest for the 
general public. The papers in this collection have been written for general 
presentation, avoiding jargon and unnecessarily complex terms. More technical 
abstracts will be found in Lunar and Planetary Science XV. 
For assistance during the conference, call the NASA Johnson Space center News 
Center at (713) 483-5111. Telephone numbers of the first author of each 
contribution will be found on page ii. Feel free to call for more information. 
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COSMIC RAY EX.POSURE OF SNC METEORITES AND CONSTRAINTS ON THEIR DERIVATION 
FROM MARS 
D.D. Bogard, P. Johnson, and L.E. Nyquist, NASA Johnson Space Center, 
Houston, TX 77058 
For the past few years the belief has been growing among planetary scientists 
that several rare meteorite specimens originated not from asteroids, as most 
meteorites are believed to originate, but rather from the planet Mars. This 
exciting possibility would mean that we have samples of Mars available for 
detailed scientific study and could add a new dimension to the dynamical 
study of large impact processes on planetary-size objects. The ability to 
perform scientific analyses of martian material in laboratories on Earth 
could add greatly to our understanding of Mars as did the earlier return of 
samples from the moon. 
The eight suspected martian meteorites are divided into three types named 
after the first discovered member of each type and are called shergottites (4 
specimens), nakhlites (3 specimens), and chassignites (1 specimen). As a 
group they are often referred to as SNC meteorites. The specimens were 
recovered from throughout the world, including two from the Antarctic ice 
cap, and show a wide range of mineralogy and chemical composition. All eight 
meteorites, however, possess a variety of characteristics that suggest a 
mutual relationship, but also set them apart from other meteorites to which 
they were formerly thought to be related. Among these characteristics are 
relatively higher abundances of water and several easily volatilized 
elements, distinct values of the ratios of some elements such as K/U, a 
distinct grouping in the ratios of the isotopes of oxygen, young ages of 
about 1300 million years indicating geologically recent melting on their 
parent planet, and other evidence of their formation on a large and dynamic 
parent body. 
The strongest and most direct evidence for an origin of the SNC meteorites 
from Mars comes from recent measurements of the gases argon, krypton, xenon, 
and nitrogen trapped in the Elephant Moraine meteorite (a shergottite) found 
in Antarctica in 1979. All four of the known shergottites have been altered 
by a strong collisional shock event which was determined by the rubidium-
strontium isotope dating technique to have occurred 180 million years ago. 
The Elephant Moraine meteorite (known as EETA79001) was particularly affected 
by this shock event and contains veins and pockets of glass produced by 
melting of the host rock during the event. The strongly shock-altered phases 
in EETA79001 contain trapped gases with certain characteristics which do not 
resemble gases trapped in other known meteorite types, but which do resemble 
the characteristics of the martian atmosphere as measured by the Viking 
spacecraft. Among these characteristics are: 1) relative abundances of the 
elements argon, krypton, xenon, and nitrogen which resemble their abundances 
in Earth's and Mars' atmosphere, but not in the atmosphere of Venus, the sun, 
or other meteorites, 2) relative abundances of argon isotope mass 40 to argon 
isotope mass 36 and of xenon isotope mass 129 to xenon isotope mass 132 which 
resemble Mars' atmosphere but not the other objects mentioned above, and 3) a 
very high abundance of nitrogen isotope mass 15 to nitrogen isotope mass 14 
which resembles only the martian atmosphere. The most reasonable explanation 
for the presence of these trapped gases in EETA79001 is that they were 
injected into the glass and certain other phases of the meteorite during the 
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shock event 180 million years ago. The strong resemblance of these gases to 
those measured for the martian atmosphere suggests that the martian 
atmosphere was the source of the gas. The same shock event, probably the 
impact of a very large asteroid, also seems to be the most reasonable 
mechanism to eject the SNC meteorites from the surface of Mars. 
Although the chemical, mineralogical, and isotopic evidence seems compelling 
that the SNC meteorites originated from Mars, gaps exist in our understanding 
of the dynamical mechanisms by which large impacts could eject rock from the 
surface of a planetary-sized body without destroying it. The existence of 
tektites, glassy condensates hurled through the Earth's·atmosphere by past 
impacts, and of a recently found meteorite which certaintly came from the 
Earth's moon, demonstrates that, to some degree, large impacts can impart 
great velocity to the surface rock of planetary-sized bodies. It has been 
suggested that low angle of incidence, or grazing impacts on Mars could cause 
surface rock to be ejected, and that the presence of sub-surface water or 
other volatiles could aid in the ejection of rock by entraining such rock in 
a rapidly expanding gas cloud produced by a large impact. To better 
understand the dynamical constraints on deriving metorites from Mars we are 
currently seeking through analyses of the SNC meteorites the answers to these 
critical questions: 1) the number of cratering events which would be required 
to eject the SNC meteorites, 2) the times of these events (if more than one), 
and 3) the minimum mass of rock which must have been ejected. 
Perhaps the most promising analytical data to address the above questions are 
those dealing with the time and circumstance of exposure of the SNC 
meteorites to cosmic rays after ejection from their parent object. Cosmic 
rays undergo nuclear interactions with meteorites to produce characteristic 
abundance patterns of several isotopes of the noble gases (e.g. 3He, 21Ne, 
38Ar, etc.) as well as radioactive isotopes of several other elements (e.g. 
26Al). These so-called cosmogenic products accumulate during cosmic ray 
exposure, and show abundance patterns that are characteristic of the chemical 
composition of the meteorite and of the amount of cosmic ray shielding, that 
is the depth of the sample during irradiation. The production rates of 
cosmogenic products tend to decrease with increasing shielding to a depth of 
2 to 3 meters of silicate where the nuclear interactions that produce these 
products stop altogether. We have measured the cosmogenic noble gases in 
several of the SNC meteorites and combined these data with previously 
existing data to evaluate the conditions of irradiation of these meteorites 
to cosmic rays and to further constrain the conditions of their possible 
ejection from Mars. 
Concentrations of cosmogenic noble gases in SNC meteorites fall into three 
distinct groups suggesting cosmic ray exposure for periods of about 9 MY (the 
three nakhlites and the chassignite), about 2.3 MY (three of the four 
shergottites), and about 0.5 MY (EETA79001). (The abbreviation MY is used 
for million years.) These ages cannot be calculated precisely without 
knowledge of the applicable production rates, but the relative differences 
among the three exposure age groups is real. We must be confident, however, 
that these groupings have not been artifically produced by irradiation of 
different parts of one large body for a common time under greatly different 
shielding conditions. We compared details of the cosmogenic noble gas 
abundances against two distinct models which predict their production rates 
as a function of shielding (papers presented by Reedy and by Nyquist at this 
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conference). This comparison indicates that irradiation of most of the SNC 
meteorites, and in particular EETA79001, occurred in relatively small bodies 
of about 50kg to a few thousand kg. Furthermore, 26Al data presented by 
Evans (this conference) is consistent with the conclusions made from noble 
gas data. It seems most unlikely that the exposure age groupings could have 
been produced by a common irradiation of different parts of one large body 
under greatly different shielding. A reasonable conclusion, therefore, is 
that three separate impact events initiated cosmic ray exposure of the eight 
SNC meteorites over the past -10 MY • 
We now examine the constraints that these interpretations of cosmic ray 
exposure of SNC meteorites can place on their possible martian origin. One 
obvious interpretation of the previously mentioned 180 MY shock event that is 
common to all four shergottite meteorites is that it represents the time of 
ejection from Mars. Because the cosmic ray exposure ages are all much less 
than 180 MY this concept requires that the SNC meteorites be appreciably 
shielded from cosmic rays for most of this 180 MY period. Three separate 
collisions in space during the past 10 MY would then be required to initiate 
the three cosmic age exposure groups. The required shielding between 180 MY 
and 10 MY ago would require that relative large objects with minimum 
diameters of 5 to 6 meters were initially ejected from Mars. As mentioned 
above, it is not clear whether reasonable dynamical mechanisms exist to eject 
such large objects from the martian surface. Alternatively, we could 
visualize ejecting all meteorites from Mars in a single event at 10 My 
instead of 180 My, but the requirements for ejecting large masses and 
experiencing further break-ups in space would remain. 
We can also consider a scenario whereby the SNC meteorites were ejected from 
Mars much more recently at the times corresponding to initiation of their 
cosmic ray exposure. Because complete shielding from cosmic rays would no 
longer be required, this scenario would permit much smaller objects, e.g. 
less than one meter diameter, to be ejected from the martian surface and 
would not require collisional breakup in space. This scenario would require, 
however, that three separate ejection events have occurred within the past 10 
MY on surfaces restricted to having 1300 My-old martian rocks. Under these 
requirements three such events would seem to have a relatively low 
probability of occurrence. 
We can also consider a scenario whereby all of the SNC meteorites except 
EETA79001 were irradiated on the martian surface for a period of time until a 
single impact event about 0.5 My ago ejected all eight SNC meteorites into 
space. (The martian atmosphere provides only modest shielding against cosmic 
rays.) This scenario would permit relatively small objects to be ejected 
from Mars and would not require additional breakups in space to account for 
the cosmic exposure ages. The exposure of EETA79001 would have been entirely 
acquired in space whereas most of the exposure of the other SNC meteorites 
would have been acquired through partial shielding on the surface of Mars. 
Although this scenario may reasonably account for the cosmogenic noble gases, 
it can in principle be further tested on the basis of the concentrations of 
radioactive cosmogenic species in SNC meteorites. The bulk of Mars shields 
any spot on its surface against half of the flux of cosmic rays and any 
significant burial depth below the martian surface would produce still 
greater flux attenuation. Consequently, this scenario would predict that 
abundances of cosmogenic 26Al in all SNC meteorites should be less than that 
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measured in other meteorites because of lower production rates. Preliminary 
data (Evans, this conference) suggests that this is not the case. This 
scenario also requires that all 8 SNC meteorites have traveled from Mars to 
Earth in the relatively short time of 0.5 MY. 
In summary, we can predict with reasonable confidence that the 8 SNC 
meteorites were exposed to cosmic rays at relatively shallow depths for three 
distinct periods of time during the past - 10 MY. Within the context of a 
martian orgin this implies that either relatively large objects (greater than 
-6 meters diameter) were ejected from Mars at a common time, probably about 
180 MY ago, and underwent three disruptive events in space, or that three 
ejection events have occurred within the past -10 MY on restricted segments 
of martian terrain with 1300 MY old rocks. There presently exist 
insufficient evidence to strongly favor any specific scenario among the 
possibilities summarized above. Additional restrictions of these scenarios 
hopefully will come from further considerations of the dynamical problems 
associated with ejecting material from Mars and bringing it to Earth. If 
detailed mechanisms can be identified which satisfy the geochemical 
properties of SNC meteorites, their cosmic ray exposure, and dynamical 
problems associated with ejection out of a large gravity field, then the case 
for the SNC meteorites being samples of the planet Mars will become even 
stronger. At that stage we may be able to accept the martian origin with 
reasonable certainty and address the important question: "what geochemical 
details can be deduced about Mars from analyses of The SNC meteorites?". 
VOLCANISM AND RIFT FORMATION IN BETA REGIOr VENUS: NEW RADAR 
RESULTS. D. B. Campbe11 1 , J. W. Head 2 , J. K. Harmon and A. A. Hine1 • 
(1) National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center, Arecibo, Puerto Rico, 00612; 
(2) Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, Rhode 
Island 02912. 
A new high-resolution (approximately 2 km) image of Beta Regio, Venus, 
obtained with the Arecibo radar system, reveals additional details of its 
structure which seem to confirm past suggestions that this region consists of 
a rift system and associated volcanism. Numerous long linear features approx-
imately parallel to the north-south trending trough discovered by the Pioneer-
Venus Orbiter are interpreted as being indicative of extensive faulting and 
the new detail for the radar reflectivity anomaly coincident with Theia Mons 
suggests that it is a major volcano situated on what would be the western 
bounding fault of the rift system, 
Beta Regio is a region extending approximately 2500 km (1500 miles) 
north-to-south and 2000 km (1200 miles) east-to-west which has been one of 
the areas of prime interest on Venus ever since its discovery by earth-based 
radars in the early sixties. It was the second area discovered (hence its 
name) which reflected an anomalously large portion of the radar signal back 
to earth. Such increases in 'brightness' over large areas are usually associ-
ated with increases in the small-scale surface roughness on the scale of the 
wavelength of the radar being used (a few inches to about two feet) although 
variations in the composition or density of the surface material could also 
play a role. These early radar observations, and the ones that followed dur-
ing the next 12 years, had resolutions, at best, of about 80 km (50 miles). 
It was found that the feature had two main components (renamed Beta and Delta 
by some workers and Gauss and Hertz by others) but little else was discovered 
until higher-resolution observations were made in the mid-seventies. The 
most interesting of these were made from the NASA-JPL Goldstone antenna and 
indicated that Beta {the southernmost of the two features) was an elevated, 
highly reflective region approximately 700 km (450 miles) across with a summit 
region rising 10 km (6 miles) above its surroundings. There was a 60 to 90 km 
(40 to 60 miles) in diameter low-reflectivity area coincident with the summit. 
On the basis of this data S. Saunders and M. Malin of JPL interpreted Beta and 
Delta to be large volcanic constructs similar to those of the Tharsis region 
on Mars. Better altimetry from the Pioneer-Venus Orbiter showed that both 
Beta and Delta (now renamed Theia Mons and Rhea Mons with the whole region 
being referred to as Beta Regio) rose 4 to 5 im above the level of the mean 
planetary surface and that the region was bisected north-to-south by an 
approximately 150 km wide and 1 to 3 km deep trough. H. Masursky of the USGS 
and his co-workers interpreted this trough to be a rift and Theia and Rhea 
Montes to be constructional volcanic features. G. McGill of the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst also drew analogies between Beta Regio and the east 
African rift. 
Figure 1 shows the new image of central Beta Regio made from data obtain-
ed with the 12.6 em wavelength radar system at the Arecibo Observatory in 
Puerto Rico. At 2 km (1.5 miles) the resolution is four times bettern than 
for any previous images. A number of distinctive regions can be seen in the 
image. Along the eastern (right) side are a series of approximately parallel 
bright linear features forming a zone 100 to 350 km (60 to 220 miles) in 
width. This zone corresponds to a linear trough discovered in the Pioneer-
Venus altimetry data. The general distribution of these features and their 
relation to the trough suggests that they are areas of enhanced surface rough-
ness corresponding to faults comprising the rift system. 
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Of the two bright regions, the 350 km (220 miles) in diameter circular 
feature in the south corresponds to Theia Mons while the bright area to the 
west (left) of the chasm in the north is Rhea Mons. Support for the volcanic 
origin of Theia Mons comes from its presence on the western bounding fault of 
the rift, the extremely close correlation of topography with the major bright-
ness variation and the lobate flow~like structures extending radially away 
from the central area in a downslope direction. The dark spot in the center 
is interpreted to be relatively smooth volcanic deposits, perhaps lava flows 
related to a central caldera region, a situation relatively common for ter-
restrial volcanoes. By analogy Rhea Mons is probably also a large volcano, 
although its asymmetric shape in the radar image suggests that it may have 
been modified by rift faulting and therefore be a much older feature than 
Theia Mons. 
The establishment of the detailed nature of Theia Mons and Devana Chasma 
(the north-south trough) aids in the interpretation of features with similar 
characteristics seen in the Pioneer-Venus Orbiter data elsewhere on the plan-
et's surface. Features such as mountains and troughs seen in Aphrodite Terra 
(a large continental~size area straddling the equator) and Phoebe Regio (a 
region south of Beta Regio) strongly suggest that extensional deformation and 
extrusive volcanism are fundamentally important global processes on Venus. 
The Arecibo Observatory is part of the National Astronomy and Ionosphere 
Center which is operated by Cornell University under contract to the National 
Science Foundation. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration funded 
the installation of the radar transmitter on the Arecibo antenna and contin-
ues to support the operation of the Planetary Radar System. NASA also sup-
ports the analysis and interpretative work being performed at Brown Univer-
sity. 
Figure 1. Radar image of Beta Regio, Venus. 
Latitude range is 20oN to 360N. 
Longitude range is 2750 to 2860. 
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ORIGIN OF THE MOON: IN SEARCH OF THE HOLY GRAIL 
J.W. Delano, Dept. of Geological Sciences, State University of New York, 
Albany, N.Y. 12222 
Introduction 
The Moon formed about 4.6 billion years ago. During the first 200 
million years of its history, the Moon underwent extensive melting. This 
event consisted of a global ocean of molten rock (•magma ocean•) that was 
at least several hundred miles thick. As this magma ocean cooled and crystal-
lized the elements were thoroughly redistributed into chemically complex 
layers that presently compose its crust and underlying mantle. About 500 
million years later, melting occurred in restricted portions of this chemi-
cally diverse and differentiated mantle. The resulting volcanic liquids 
ascended rapidly to the Moon•s surface forming glass droplets upon cooling. 
Twenty-three varieties of volcanic glass have been identified and analyzed 
thus far. The chemistries of these glasses have provided significant infor-
mation on the composition and mineralogy of the Moon to a depth of 300 miles 
(500 kilometers). 
This information implies that matter located beneath the bottom of the 
magma ocean survived in a chemically primordial condition. This material 
would therefore be representative of the Moon•s bulk chemistry. Since the 
chemical composition of the whole Moon is generally recognized as a diagnos-
tic constraint on the Moon•s origin, considerable scientific effort has been 
directed toward its determination. Due, however, to the complex redistribu-
tion of the elements in the outer several hundred miles of the Moon during 
crystallization of the magma ocean, this task has been difficult and contro-
versial. 
This present investigation has used a different approach to deduce the 
Moon•s composition by relying on (a) the chemistries of 3.5-billion-year-
old volcanic glasses and (b) the known proportions of elements in the Sun and 
primitive meteorites. A prediction has been made about the chemistry of hy-
pothetical volcanic liquids that may have been produced by partial melting 
of this primordial lunar matter at depths exceeding 300 miles. Volcanic 
glasses possessing this predicted composition, which are nicknamed •genesis 
glass•, have been meticulously sought among the samples returned by the 
Apollo astronauts. The actual discovery of •genesis glass• in rocks or 
soils would substantiate these predictions and thereby provide new insights 
into the Moon•s chemistry and origin. 
Results 
Several thousand glasses have been chemically analyzed in this search 
for •genesis glass•. A 100-micronfragment of glass from the Apollo 17 land-
ing site has been found to have a chemistry that is very similar to the pre-
diction. The chemical characteristics of this volcanic glass have the 
following implications for the Moon•s chemistry and origin: 
(A) The Moon was once thought by most lunar scientists to be unlike 
the Earth since it appeared to be enriched in the refractory 
elements, such as aluminum, titanium, and calcium. This was 
commonly used as evidence against the theory that the Moon was 
a piece of the Earth. These latest results remove this objec-
tion by demonstrating that the bulk Moon and the Earth•s upper 
mantle have similar abundances of these involatile elements. 
(B) The proportion of magnesium relative to silicon on the Moon 
also appears to be indistinguishable from that in the Earth•s 
upper mantle. This result is additional evidence supporting · 
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the theory that the Moon was formed from the Earth. 
(C) The whole Moon appears, however, to be significantly enriched in 
iron oxide (FeO) relative to the Earth's present upper mantle. 
If the Moon was once a part of the Earth, this result requires 
that the chemistry of the Earth's upper mantle has changed during 
the last 4.5 billion years. This may be providing new data about 
the Earth's chemical history that supports continued growth of 
the Earth's metallic core . 
(D) Melting experiments on 'genesis glass' at high pressure and 
high temperatures can be used to determine the maximum depth 
of the 'magma ocean'. Present estimates are consistent with 
a thickness of about 300 miles. 
Additional constraints 
Although the Moon does not possess an atmosphere, it does contain gases 
in its deep interior that were trapped during its formation about 4.5 billion 
years ago. Volcanic glasses containing bubbles of this trapped lunar gas 
have been acquired through meticulous searching. Present evidence suggests 
that, like the 'genesis glass', this gas was also derived from primordial 
lunar matter. When this gas is isotopically analyzed for neon, argon, 
krypton, and xenon, additional constraints on the Moon's origin will emerge. 
These analyses are in progress. 
Summary 
The Moon's origin could be deduced with certainty if its bulk chemistry 
were known. However, determination of this chemistry has been difficult 
owing to the profound and complex redistribution of elements that occurred 
in the outer portions of the Moon during crystallization of the magma 
ocean. In the present study, the compositions of twenty-three varieties 
of volcanic glass, erupted from depths approaching 300 miles, have been 
used to predict the chemistry of a special glass ('genesis glass') having 
a direct link to primordial lunar matter. A sample of glass with the pre-
dicted composition has been discovered. This allows a new estimate to be 
made of the Moon's bulk composition. The data indicate that the Moon 
shares some intriquing chemical similarities with the Earth's mantle. 
Since 'genesis glass' and lunar gas are furnishing new and definitive 
data on the Moon's composition and origin, these samples may be the holy 
grail that has long been sought by lunar scientists . 
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SEAMARC II SIDE-SCAN IMAGES OF SUBMARINE VOLCANOES: POTENTIAL ANALOGUES FOR 
VENUS 
P. Fryer, D. Hussong and P. Mouginis-Mark, Hawaii Institute of 
Geophysics, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822 
INTRODUCTION 
The first step in attempting to understand the geologic processes 
occurring on the planet Venus requires planetary geologists to be able to 
find appropriate analogs to compare with features observed on that planet. 
A major problem with identifying such analogs is that the surface conditions 
on Venus are very different from those on the land surface of the Earth. 
Because of the dense venusian atmosphere, atmospheric pressures and surface 
temperatures on Venus are higher than on the Earth. However, the Earth's 
surface beneath the oceans may be very similar, in terms of ambient 
pressures, to the surface of Venus. For that reason it is particularly 
important for geologists studying the surface of Venus to understand the 
processes which form features on the floors of the oceans. Until the 
development of side-scan sonar devices, marine geologists had to rely on a 
variety of indirect methods of viewing the ocean bottom, such as echo 
sounding and bottom photography. At best these methods gave only a view of 
a very restricted area directly beneath the research vessel. With the 
advent of the SeaMARC II seafloor mapping system it is possible to view a 
swath of seafloor that is 10 km wide (about 6.2 mi). The SeaMARC II system 
produces a picture of the swath beneath the research ship that looks very 
much like an aerial photograph. In addition to producing a picture of the 
seafloor, the information collected by the SeaMARC II system can be used to 
determine depths at specific points. Thus, it can produce a bathymetric map 
of the seafloor. With both the side-scan image and depth information from 
the bathymetry map, marine geologists can, for the first time, produce 
detailed geologic maps of large areas of the ocean floor. 
SEAMARC II STUDIES OF SEAMOUNTS IN ISLAND ARCS 
A recent SeaMARC II investigation of submarine mountains (seamounts) 1n 
the vicinity of the Mariana Islands, in the western Pacific, has produced 
some surprising results. These are changing our ideas concerning the 
formation of the major features of island arcs. The Mariana Islands are 
volcanoes produced near the Mariana Trench where the crust and uppermost 
mantle of the Pacific ocean (oceanic lithosphere) is sinking into the 
mantle . As the lithosphere sinks into the hotter portions of the mantle, 
the rise in temperature, at about 100 km depth (62 mi), forces fluids out of 
the upper crustal material. These fluids prompt melting of the overlying 
mantle wedge. This molten material finds its way to the surface to form the 
volcanoes of the Mariana island arc (Figure 1). According to this general 
model for the formation of the island arc, the geometry of the down going 
lithosphere should restrict the arc volcanoes to a line about 200 km (about 
124 mi) from and parallel to the trench axis. Recent studies of the 
bathymetry of the Mariana region have shown us that in addition to the 
chain of volcanoes that make up the island arc, there are submarine 
volcanoes that cut across the island arc. These volcanoes occur in chains 
extending for up to 50 km (31 mi) west of the island arc. In most cases, 
these cross cutting chains of seamounts are perpendicular to the arc, each 
begins near a particular arc volcano, and in general the individual 
Fig. 1. Geologic block diagram showing a cut away view of the rock layers 
and structures of the Mariana arc region. Seismic velocity of rock layers 
indicate to geologists the general composition of the layers. The light 
grey (less than 8 k/s) layers are considered to be crustal material, the 
dark gray layer is mantle material. 
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volcanoes of the chains decrease in size with distance from the arc. There 
also appears to be a change in the nature of the volcanoes with distance 
from the island arc. Submarine portions of volcanoes in island arcs are 
usually covered with volcanic rubble, not lava flows, because the arc 
volcanoes erupt explosivly, much like Mount St. Helens. SeaMARC II images 
of three of these cross-chain volcanoes show clear evidence that the 
volcanoes further from the arc have large areas of lava flows exposed on 
their flanks (Figure 2) . Rocks less than several hundred thousand years old 
(young by geologic standards) were dredged from the fields of lava flows on 
the deeper slopes of these volcanoes. We suspect that these volcanoes are 
active today, although they may not erupt frequently. 
The reason for the volcanic activity along such cross-chains may be 
related to the unique geologic environment of small ocean basins situated 
behind island arcs, that is, on the side that is opposite the trench (see 
Figure 3). Many such back-arc basins exist in the western Pacific Ocean. 
The cross-chains of volcanoes in the Mariana region are colinear with major 
fault zones in such a back-arc basin situated immediately west of the 
Mariana island arc. This basin is actively spreading apart, just as larger 
ocean basins do, by submarine eruptions along long fissures in a rift zone 
that extends along the center of the basin. Rift zones in such spreading 
basins are often offset along major fault zones. In the case of the Mariana 
back- arc basin, these fault zones appear to be providing an avenue for the 
arc magmas to leak out into the basin. This situation presents marine 
geologists with a new complication to deal with in their models for the 
history of formation of island arc regions . 
In addition to investigations of the volcanoes of the island arc, our 
SeaMARC II studies have revealed new information concerning the 200 km wide 
region between the Mariana Trench and the island arc (the fore-arc region). 
We have surveyed numerous large, conical seamounts in the Mariana fore-arc. 
Despite their conical shape and the occurance of flows emanating from their 
summit regions (Figure 4), these seamounts are not volcanic in origin. 
Rocks dredged from the seamounts are composed of material that can only form 
deep in the Earth's crust. We believe that this material is being emplaced 
by diapirism, the slow upward movement of a body of material (diapir) that 
occurs when the diapiric rocks are less dense than the surrounding material. 
The diapiric rocks have probably formed by a reaction with water driven off 
from certain constituents of the subsiding oceanic lithosphere. 
Thisreaction decreases the density of this material and causes it to form 
the diapirs that are subsequently emplaced. Our SeaMARC II surveys of the 
seamounts formed where these diapirs punch through the overlying fore-arc 
material show flows of diapiric material oozing out through the summits of 
the seamounts, much the way lava erupts from a volcano. Yet these are not 
volcanoes. They represent a form of seamount previously unknown by marine 
geologists. 
APPLICATION OF MARIANA ARC SEAMARC II STUDIES TO STUDIES OF VENUS 
Very little is known concerning the details of geologic processes on 
Venus. Since surface temperatures on Venus are so much greater than on the 
Earth it is likely that volcanic processes may be very important in shaping 
the planet's surface. The style of volcanism on Venus (that is, the way the 
planet loses its internal heat) may be similar to plate boundary volcanism, 
such as that at mid-ocean ridges or at island arcs, or to hot spot 
volcanism, such as at the Hawaiian Islands, or may take some new form. We 
Fif. J. Bath~ metric map or t.M Mariana rqioo., contoured at SOO m (from Mt'ljrt 
{1976D. The anow ptMna 10 &he survey ara, shown at a black boa in thC' nonhem Mara,na 
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SeaMARC II Side-Scan Mosaic 
Fig. 2. A SeaMARC II image of three 
submarine volcanoes in the northern 
Mariana island arc (see fig. 3). 
The rough areas on the image are 
fields of lava flows. The smoother 
looking regions, some with streaks, 
are composed of volcanic rubble • 
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Fig. 4. SeaMARC II image of a portion 
of the Mariana fore-arc. The inset 
shows the relative loc~tion of features 
on the side- scan image. 
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have seen from our studies of the Mariana region that volcanoes of the 
island arc region are more complicated than we had previously realized and 
that features on the fore-arc region, which resemble volcanoes 
morphologically, may result from processes other than volcanism. We are 
very excited by the prospect of being able to use ·a tool such as the SeaMARC 
II system to study details of geologic processes on the ocean floor. We 
hope that by comparison of data from this new marine research tool and from 
radar images of Venus, we may more fully understand the geologic evolution 
of our sister planet. 
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VENUS: GLOBAL RADAR PROPERTIES IN A GEOLOGICAL CONTEXT. James B. 
Garvin, Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, 
Rhode Island 02912. 
Planet-wide radar properties for the surface of Venus were collected by 
the Pioneer-Venus orbital radar instrument which operated at a wavelength of 
17 em. The radar altimetry, roughness (RMS slopes), and reflectivity data 
acquired for Venus represent the only global radar information available for 
any of the planets. In addition, the PV radar instrument was able to "sound" 
the surface at normal incidence (i.e., perpendicular) so that it was possible 
to accurately measure the small-scale surface slopes (0. 1 m to 10m scale) 
and reflectivity (dielectric and porosity properties) at the same time as the 
surface elevation. The three radar data sets are strongly linked to the basic 
geological properties of the venusian surface, in spite of the relatively 
coarse horizontal resolution of 30-110 km per footprint. Altimetry and the 
regional slope information that can be derived from it is most useful for the 
identification of the large-scale geologic processes which have shaped a 
planet's surface. Volcanism, tectonism, and impact-related effects produce 
and modify the topography of a planet. For Mars, volcanism has constructed 
27 km high mountains, while impact-basin forming events have produced lesser 
mountains which surround vast circular basins. On the Moon, most of the sig-
nificant topography is related to impact cratering and subsequent volcanism. 
Topography on the Earth is produced by the complex interaction of all of the 
geologic processes mentioned above along with erosion (usually due to the 
effects of liquid water). The results of analyses of the topography of Venus 
have demonstrated that it differs in its distribution from the Moon, Mars, or 
the Earth. While the range of topography extends from -2.5 km below the ref-
erence level (defined as a radius of 6051 km) to 11.5 km above, most of Venus 
falls within 1 km of the mean elevation (6052 km or +1 km above the reference); 
this is in sharp contrast to the Earth. The narrow, unimodal nature of the 
distribution of topography on Venus evident ly exerts control on the other 
radar-derived properties of the surface. In fact, when clustering analysis 
techniques are applied to the Venus radar data sets, the result demonstrates 
that topographic zones serve as the best criteria for distinguishing regions 
on Venus which have related radar properties (Figure 1). In order to under-
stand how topography affects the roughness and reflectivity, we have investi-
gated the individual radar data sets separately and in conjunction with topo-
graphy. 
The radar roughness describes the em to dm (10 m) scale pattern of undul-
ations on the surface and is sensitive to features such as boulders, dunes, 
small hills or depressions, and other small-scale constructs. The pattern of 
roughness on Venus is skewed towards the smooth end of the spectrum, at least 
in comparison with the f•1oon and most of Mars. Rough terrain tends to be asso-
ciated with the highlands on Venus, and is most highly concentrated in the 
summit regions of the larger mountains. The plains on Venus have a wide range 
of roughness, but are notably less rough than the lunar maria. They are com-
parable in their roughness to the smoother areas on Mars such as Syrtis Major, 
an area of windblown deposits of dust and sand. The Venera landers observed 
layered bedrock exposures variably covered with fine soil-like materials. 
Since all of the Veneras except Venera 9 landed in the rolling plains, it is 
likely that the panoramas show terrain that is reasonably representative of 
much of Venus. 
Roughness increases with elevation on Venus. In the high plains and 
intermediate highlands the increase of roughness is dramatic. These increases 
could relate to an increase in the regional slope in such areas. In general, 
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100 km scale slopes on Venus increase with e1eyation in the same manner as 
meter-scale slopes (roughness). This suggests that especially in the plains 
regional slopes are controlling the small-scale roughness, perhaps due to 
mass-wasting effects. 
Radar reflectivity depends on the electrical properties and porosity 
of the uppermost layer (<1 m) of a planetary surface. As such, it directly 
relates to the dielectric constant of the surface and indirectly to the bulk 
density and composition. Materials enriched in Fe and Ti, for example, have 
high reflectivities, while soils made of silicates are low in reflectivity. 
The average reflectivity of the venusian surface suggests materials with a 
low porosity and dielectric properties typical of most terrestrial silicate 
or carbonate rocks. It is therefore unlikely Venus is dominated by a global 
regolith of impact-produced fine materials. The only way Venus could have 
vast soil-covered regions would require very high dielectric soils made from 
such minerals as magnetite, ilmenite, pyrite or rutile. This scenario is 
highly unlikely given the formational processes for such materials. Our 
interpretation is that vast areas of Venus are dominated by low-porosity 
materials likely to be igneous in origin (on the basis of Soviet geochemical 
results). The Venera panoramas support this hypothesis; bedrock exposures 
were observed at three of the four sites, and basaltic compositions were 
suggested at all but one. The high-dielectric materials occur at all topo-
graphic levels, but are most pronounced in the summit regions of Ishtar and 
Aphrodite Terrae (e.g., Maxwell, Atla). 
Unlike roughness, reflectivity does not consistently increase with ele-
vation. In fact, there is a significant decrease in reflectivity with ele-
vation in the rolling plains, suggesting that higher-porosity materials such 
as soils are concentrated in the high plains and lowermost highlands rela-
tive to the lower plains. Thus, the most dominant topographic province on 
Venus, the lower plains (30% of the planet), is probably characterized by a 
lesser abundance of soil materials than more elevated plains. The Venera 14 
lander sampled these lower plains and photographed continuous exposures of 
layered bedrock with almost no soil cover, in contrast with the Venera 10 
and 13 sites where significant soil-covered areas were observed. 
Reflectivity generally increases with elevation in the highlands, ex-
cept for the flank regions of the largest mountains and Lakshmi planum. 
Regional topographic slope does not appear to control the radar reflectivity; 
in regions of low slope, reflectivity is typically constant. The production 
of porous materials (e.g., soils) is apparently not dependent on mass-was-
ting (e.g., topographic slope induced movements such as landslides) to any 
large degree. However, pressure-temperature related chemical reactions are 
dependent on topography, and suggest that the most porous materials in the 
plains are not carbonates, as has been previously suggested. 
For both roughness and reflectivity, certain distinct topographic zones 
demonstrate strong increases or decreases of these parameters. The high 
plains on Venus apparently roughen with elevation while the abundance of por-
ous materials sharply increases. This could be caused by chemical weathering 
effects that become more effective in breaking down rocks into soils at higher 
elevations, or to finer materials eroded from the highlands and transported to 
the upper plains. Though unlikely, explosive volcanic products could also be 
responsible for some of the localized lower-reflectivity regions. Higher-
resolution data from Veneras 15/16 and VRM is required to resolve these am-
biguities. 
From all of our statistical and clustering analyses it is apparent that 
the distribution of topography on Venus plays a critical role in the geologic-
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al processes th&t haye produced the ·present ~enusi~n surface. The fact that 
certain small topographic zones (e.g., high plains) show such distinctive 
radar properties supports this hypothesis. Clustering methods have demon-
strated the importance of topography in subdividing Venus on the basis of 
the three radar data sets (see Figure 1). Further investigation of the 
radar properties of Venus in light of new Arecibo and Soviet Venera results 
at higher resolution is an important next step in deciphering the geology 
of our sister planet. 
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Figure 1: Clustering of Venus radar properties demonstrating that topography is the best criterion for 
subdividing the surface of Venus into provinces. Percentages represent approximate surface area. 
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HIGH-TEMPERATURE INCLUSIONS IN THE MURCHISON METEORITE. Lawrence 
Grossman, Dept. of the Geophysical Sciences and Enrico Fermi Institute, 
University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637. 
The meteorites known as carbonaceous chondrites contain an enormous vari-
ety of inclusions which can be classified according to such things as their 
color, size and shape. Having so separated the inclusions into groups, we 
find that these groups frequently differ from one another in the minerals 
which they contain, in the sizes and shapes of the. crystals of these minerals, 
in the amounts of certain chemical elements present and sometimes even in the 
isotopic compositions of the elements which they contain. Each of these dif-
ferences reflects differences in how, where and under what conditions each of 
these inclusion types formed. Carbonaceous chondrites are important because 
the objects which they contain are believed to have formed in the solar nebula, 
that hot cloud of gas which existed before planets formed and from which the 
solid materials condensed that gathered together to form the planets. Aside 
from meteorites, all samples of solar system matter available to us have been 
intensely altered by heating, melting or reaction throughout the 4.6 billion 
years of solar system history that have elapsed since the time of the solar 
nebula. Thus, only meteorites and inclusions within them preserve a record 
of the events that occurred and the processes that prevailed in the cloud 
before the planets formed. 
For over a decade, we have been studying the Allende meteorite. This is 
a Type 3 carbonaceous chondrite, which means that the inclusions in it are 
surrounded by a fine-grained, black matrix of olivine crystals, (Mg,Fe) 2Si04• 
There are many types of inclusions in Allende and some are easy to find and 
study because of their great abundance, white color and large size, often 1 em 
or more. The large size is important because the application of several dif-
ferent kinds of experiments on the same object has a compounding effect on cur 
knowledge and many of our techniques lead to the destruction of the sample 
under study. We focussed our attention on only a few types of inclusions, 
those that were discovered to contain assemblages of unusual minerals rich in 
calcium, aluminum and titanium: melilite (CazAlzSi07), spinel (MgAl204), 
perovskite (CaTi03), hibonite (CaA11201g) and pyroxene (Ca[Mg,Al,Ti3+;Ti
4+] 
[Si,Al] 20s). The special significance of these inclusions is that the miner-
als they contain are the ones predicted from thermodynamic calculations to be 
the first that solidified as the gas of the solar nebula cooled from its peak 
temperature. The predicted solidification temperatures of the highest-
temperature condensate minerals are, in °K: corundum (Alz03)-1743, hibonite-
1727, perovskite-1676, melilite-1606, spinel-1511 and pyroxene-1430 at atotal 
gas pressure of one one-thousandth of an atmosphere. The major and trace 
element contents of these inclusions are also those expected of high-
temperature cond-ensates. Isotopic studies of the inclusions show that some 
elements in them are enriched or depleted in specific isotopes relative to 
others compared to the isotopic composition of materials from the Earth. 
Since Nature manufactures different isotopes in different stars, this indi-
cates that materials from different stars were incompletely mixed together in 
the cloud prior to the formation of the inclusions. Finally, while some of 
these high-temperature, or refractory,inclusions show evidence of having 
existed as liquid droplets in the solar nebular cloud, we believe that other 
types are aggregates of minerals that condensed as solids and were not 
melted since. 
In Type 2 carbonaceous chondrites like Murchison, the inclusions are 
surrounded by a fine-grained, black matrix of phyllosilicates, water-bearing 
minerals related to clay and serpentine. Refractory inclusions in Murchison 
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are harder to locate than those in Allende because they are rarer than the 
latter and their appearance is similar to many other types of inclusions in 
Murchison. Once found, they are more difficult to study than those in 
Allende because they are much smaller, usually less than 1 mm, than the 
latter and cannot be separated cleanly from their matrix by digging with 
dental tools, as is possible for Allende inclusions. Instead, we select 
small chips of Murchison, drive water into their pore spaces under vacuum, 
freeze the water, thaw the ice and repeat the cycle many times until the 
meteorite has been totally and gently disaggregated into small grains by the 
repeated expansion and contraction. We then pour the powder obtained in thL~ 
way into columns of liquid of high density. Because most high-temperature 
condensate minerals have densities greater than that of the liquid and most 
minerals unwanted by us have densities lower than that of the liquid, all of 
the inclusions ~~e wish to study sink to the bottom of the column and much of 
the other material floats to the top. When the dense powder is viewed with 
a strong light under a microscope, the colors and structures of the inclu-
sions of interest serve to distinguish them from other objects and the 
refractory inclusions can be isolated easily from the others with tweezers. 
We then split each inclusion into two pieces. One of these is studied with 
the scanning electron microscope (SEM) to find out what minerals are present 
and how the crystals of the different minerals are arranged relative to one 
another. The other piece is studied by neutron activation analysis to find 
out what elements are present and in what amounts. An interesting observa-
tion we have made is that most refractory inclusions in Murchison contain 
abundant hibonite and sometimes also abundant corundum but little or no 
melilite and pyroxene. On the other hand, most Allende inclusions are 
melilite-rich or pyroxene-rich and sometimes contain a small amount of 
hibonite. Corundum has never been reported in Allende. Because corundum 
and hibonite are higher-temperature condensates than melilite and pyroxene, 
we conclude that most refractory inclusions in Murchison were isolated 
from the nebular gas at a higher temperature than their counterparts in 
Allende. The Murchison inclusions thus contain information about processes 
that occurred at a different stage of nebular evolution than thoseinAllende. 
This year's abstract (1) presents results of mineralogical studies of 
some newly-discovered refractory inclusions from Murchison. Although the 
two discussed here are quite different from ·any we have seen previously, 
they do share one characteristic with others in Murchison: the first, label-
led SH-6, contains abundant hibonite and the second, labelled GR-1, contains 
abundant hibonite and corundum. 
An SEM photograph of SH-6 is shown in Fig. 1. Its core is a beautiful, 
lacy intergrowth of platey crystals of hibonite. The fact that the crystals 
are so well-formed and separated by open space is strong evidence that the 
crystals grew from a vapor. Had they grown from a liquid, there would be 
very little void space. The core is surrounded by a mantle of spinel, which 
indicates that the spinel condensed from the vapor after the hibonite crys-
tals came together to form the core. 
Figure 2 is a close-up of the region of this inclusion where the spinel 
and hibonite are in contact. Some of the hibonite plates are seen edge-on 
in this view and look like needles. Spinel normally forms cubic crystals; 
that is, they cannot have one dimension much greater than another, unlike a 
plate or a needle. Figure 2 shows, however, that individual crystals with 
the shape of hibonite are made of spinel at their ends which join the spinel 
mantle but are made of hibonite at their opposite ends. The fact that 
spinel cannot form crystals of this shape indicates that the spinel did not 
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Fig.l A core of hibonite light) surrounded by a 
dark). 
Fig.2 Some crystals are made of hibonite (Hib,light) 
at one end and spinel (Sp,dark) at the other. 
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simply crystallize by growing outward from the ends of the hibonite crystals. 
Instead, the atoms of the elements in the hibonite were replaced, one-by-one, 
by those of the elements in spinel, thus preserving the shape of the original 
hibonite crystal. In this way, we can tell that spinel not only condensed 
after hibonite did but also formed directly in a reaction of hibonite with 
the gas . This reaction is predicted by thermodynamic calculations but only 
after some of the hibonite reacts to form melilite . The absence of melilite 
from this inclusion thus indicates that high-temperature condensation did not 
take place exactly as calculations predict, possibly because the gas was 
cooling too fast . 
Fig.3 Hibonite (Hib, light) crystals are surrounded by corundum 
(Cor, dark) which are, in turn, surrounded by more hibonite and 
perovskite (Pv, light). 
An SEM photograph of GR-1 is shown in Fig.3. In its core are several 
hibonite plates which appear corroded in places and are surrounded by corun-
dum, as if the corundum has replaced hibonite. Toward the outside of the 
inclusion, hibonite of a slightly different chemical composition from that in 
the core coats the corundum and penetrates it along cracks, as if the 
hibonite is replacing corundum. This inclusion is not as porous as SH-6, so 
we cannot tell whether it crystallized from a liquid or condensed as a solid 
directly from the solar nebular gas. An argument against crystallization 
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from a liquid is the difficulty of producing in the solar nebula tempera-
tures well above 2100°K, those necessary to cause materials of this compo-
sition to begin to melt. Arguments against formation by condensation 
include evidence for two different stages of hibonite formation and for 
reaction of hibonite to form corundum, neither one of which is predicted by 
condensation calculations. Perhaps this inclusion underwent different 
processes under different conditions in different places in the solar nebula 
References: 1. MacPherson, G.J., Hashimoto, A.,. Bar-Matthews, M. and 
Grossman, L. (1984) New mineralogical studies of refractory inclusions in 
Murchison. In Lunar Planet. Sci. XV. In press. 
COSMIC RAY EXPOSURE AGES OF IRON METEORITES, COMPLEX IRRADIATION 
AND THE CONSTANCY OF COSMIC RAY FLUX IN THE PAST 
K. Marti+, 8. Lavielle, S. Regnier 
Laboratoire de Chimie Nucleaire, ERA 144, CENBG 
Universite de Bordeaux, 33170 Gradignan, France 
There are two types of energetic particles bombarding the 
inner solar system : the galactic cosmic rays, which come from outside the 
solar system, and the solar cosmic rays which are emitted by flares on the 
sun. 
These particles, in particular the more energetic galactic 
component have sufficient energy to penetrate into solid matter and can be 
recorded by various techniques. Particles of sufficient energy (~ 10 mega-
electronvolts) for example will produce nuclear reactions. Astrophysical c0n-
siderations lead us to believe that cosmic rays must have existed for a long 
time, possibly since the formation of our galaxy. The intensity of the galac-
tic component may depend on nearby stellar populations of matter. As the 
result of continuous processing of interstellar matter through element 
synthesis cycles in stars, the chemical composition of the galactic cosmic 
rays may evolve with time. Recent experiments carried on satellites have 
made it possible to determine the composition of both the solar and the 
galactic component of cosmic radiation and, therefore, of matter from out-
side the solar system, elsewhere in our galaxy. These observations reveal 
many similarities in the elemental abundances to what we know from solar 
system matter. There are certain indications, however, that the isotopic com-
position in the source regions of the galactic component differ for some 
elements (see e.g. Scientific American Article by Mewalt, Stone and Wieden-
beck, December 1982). 
Something that present-day space technology cannot do is to 
obtain information on the cosmic ray flux in the past, say thousands or 
millions of years ago. However, the records of both types of particles can 
be studied in terrestrial and extraterrestrial samples which have been expo-
sed to cosmic. radiation, such as meteorites and lunar rocks and soils. For 
a study of the cosmic ray intensity, the irradiation history of the target 
materials has to be known. In turn, if the reaction rates of cosmic ray reac-
tions were known, important information on the exposure history and on the 
origin of solar system bodies, and regarding processes operating in the so-
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lar system could be obtained. 
When solar system bodies are exposed to cosmic rays, numerous 
stable and radioactive nuclides are produced in the induced nuclear reac-
37 
tions. The half-lives of radionuclides studied range from 35 days ( Ar) to 
1.3 billion years c4°K). The activity of a cosmic-ray-produced radioactive 
nuclide builds up from initially zero to equilibrium activities (equal 
to the production rate) after the sample has been exposed to cosmic rays for 
several half-lives. On the other hand stable cosmic-ray-produced nuclides 
integrate the nuclear reactions and, therefore, they can be used together 
with radioisotopes to determine the total exposure time of a sample to cosmic 
radiation. In general, this amounts to coordinated measurements of stable and 
radioactive nuclides. The determination of radioactive and stable isotopes 
of the same element or of pairs which are produced in similar nuclear reac-
tions yield the most accurate cosmic ray exposure ages. At the Univ. of 
Calif. San Diego, Nishiizumi and two of the authors (Nishiizumi et al (1980)) 
have carried out a systematic study of the cosmic ray exposure ages of 
chondrites, the most abundant class of meteorites, to detect possible varia-
tions of the cosmic ray flux in the past few million years. Four calibrations 
were carried out using radioisotopes of varying half-lives : 22Na (2.6 year 
half-life), 81Kr(2.1 x 105 y), 26Al (7.2 x 105 y) and 53Mn (3.7 x 106 y). 
Three of these calibrations were in excellent agreement, indicating constancy 
of cosmic radiation, but disagreed in a systematic way with the fourth, based 
on 
26
Al, leaving the door open for an intensity fluctuation on the 0.5 mil-
lion year time-scale. A crucial test for a possible variation in the cosmic 
ray flux was since performed at Rutgers University (Moniot et al, 1983), who 
used the radionuclide 
10
Be (1.6 x 10
6 
y) for their calibration. There results 
are in very good agreement with those of Nishiizumi et al, and rule out a 
major variability, such as indicated by the 26Al nuclide. This erratic 26Al 
result requires further study. 
Chondritic meteorites cannot be used to study variations in 
the cosmic ray flux on longer time-scales, since their exposure ages are only 
a few tens of million years. Fortunately, there are numerous recovered iron 
meteorites which were exposed in space as small bodies up to two billion 
years. and, therefore, are well suited for this purpose. There exists an 
excellent data base due to the work of Voshage an co-workers at Mainz, who 
have obtained isotopic compositions of potassium on some 80 meteorites inclu-
40K, ding the radioisotope together with information on the size of the me-
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teorites and on the positions of the samples. as provided by the ratios of 
cosmic-ray-produced noble gas isotopes. The measurement of all three isotopes 
of potassium permits a computation of the cosmic-ray-produced spallation 
component which is detectable in iron meteorites. but superimposed to potas-
sium initially present in the meteorite. As pointed out by Voshage. there 
exist systematic discrepancies in calculated cosmic ray exposure ages between 
40 41 those based on measured K/ K isotopic data on the one hand and those 
based on all other methods using the isotopes previously discussed with half-
lives of the order of one million years or less on the other. This shows that 
the rates of cosmic-ray-induced nuclear reaction have changed by 50 %. The 
question we have to investigate is whether this is due to a variation of the 
intensity of the cosmic ray flux or to some other cause. Schaeffer et al 
(1981) have argued that space erosion cannot be the cause. No information is 
currently available neither on when such a proposed change of the cosmic ray 
flux has occured,nor on the frequency of changes in the meteorite geometry 
in space due to collisions, which may alter the production rates. If for 
example, the cosmic ray flux had changed rather recently, say ten million 
years ago, this would require a recalibration of all ages exceeding this 
value. 
There are several indications of clustering of exposure ages 
of meteorites at certain values which most likely determine the time of major 
collisions in space, which possibly disrupted their parent bodies which, as 
it appears now, originate in the asteroid belt. When did such collisions take 
place and are such records observed elsewhere in the solar system ? It has 
been suggested that the cause of the many paleontologic extinctions at the 
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary is due to the impact of a large asteroid or 
comet (Alvarez et al, 1980). This suggestion is based on their discovery of 
unusually high iridium concentrations at the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. 
This signature has been confirmed in other marine and continental sections 
and recently received new support. based on the osmium isotopic signature of 
this boundary layer (Luck and Turekian. 1983). This isotopic signature of Os 
appears to be less compatible with chondrites, than with some iron meteorite 
groups. Since we have some indications that catastrophic events among meteo-
rite parent bodies may have taken place at about such a time. is it possible 
to find any relationship ? If a solar system event occured at this time. is 
it possible that the earth was being bombarded by collision debris for some 
period of time, rather than in a single collision ? A more accurate calibra-
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tion of the time scales involved and a search for evidence among other solar 
system bodies may help to answer such important questions. 
There is a basic limitation regarding the applicability of 
the potassium method . The age determination is based on the measured devia-
40 tions of the growth curve of K from the linear increase that would be ex-
40 pected if K were stable. Since this deviation becomes very small for young 
ages, it is not feasible at this time to determine . ages of less than about 
200 million years, an age range which is of obvious interest . One aim of our 
38 systematic calibration of the Ar-production rate was to make it possible 
38 
to extend the potassium time-scale to younger ages via measured Ar concen-
38 trations . Ar is produced by spallation on the same target elements (Fe, Ni) 
in similar nuclear reactions . Its concentration can be measured with preci-
sion in iron meteorites , but so far the production rates were not known . 
Previous calculations of potassium ages have assumed a cons-
tant cosmic ray flux and a single stage (no change in size) exposure of iron 
meteorites . Our calculations have relaxed these constancy assumptions and 
the results· reveal multistage irradiations for some 25 % of the studied 
meteorites, implying multiple break-up in space . The distribution of exposure 
ages suggest several major collisions, at different times for different iron 
meteorite classes (based on chemical composition and structure), although 
the calibration of age scales has not been completed yet. With regard to 
these calibrations, we have concluded that shielding corrected (corrections 
which depend on size and position of a sample) production rates are consis-
tent for the age bracket of 300-900 million years . These production rates 
differ in a systematic way with those calculated for present-day fluxes of 
cosmic rays (such as obtained for the last few million years) . 
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Figure Capture 
The illustration shows the expected growth curves for 
the isotopic concentrations of potassium and of Ar-38 , which is used here 
to substitute for the concentration of potassium , since only the abundance 
41 40 39 40 
ratios of the potassium isotopes are known ( K/ K and K/ K) . The con-
centrations of 38Ar have been determined in a large number of iron meteo-
rites . If 
4
°K were stable , the dashed growth line would be followed . The 
magnitude of the deviati on from this dashed reference line is a measure for 
the age of the sample . This illustration applies only for simple irradiation 
conditions (constant flux and constant geometry) . 
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VOLCAIIIC TDRAIBS SED BY SIWinC II SIDE SCAli SOIWt. 
Peter J. Mouginis-Mark, Patricia Fryer and Donald Hussong, Hawaii Institute of 
Geophysics, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822; and Stanley H. Zisk 
NEROC Haystack Observatory, Westford, MA 01886. 
Introduction: Despite the recent advances in our understanding of the surface 
of Venus due to measurements from U. S. and Soviet spacecraft, and from 
Earth-based radar systems, we still have a poor understanding of the geology 
of Venus. Not only do we not know the approximate age of the surface (is it 
predominately young like the Earth's, or are older periods of planetary evolu-
tion preserved as they are on the Moon and Mars?), we also do not know the 
relative importance of large-scale volcanic, tectonic and sedimentary 
processes. However, because Venus holds a very important role in comparative 
planetology (being comparable in size and composition to the Earth, the two 
planets should a have evolved in similar ways), it remains of great value to 
investigate comparable environments to Venus in order to test our ideas of 
landform development on that planet. 
Venus is approximately the same size and density as the Earth, w1.th a 
mean radius of 6,051 km (Earth's is 6,371 km) and a mass equivalent to 0.815 
that of Earth. The two main differences between these two planets are both 
related to the venusian atmosphere: surface pressures are approximately 50 -
90 bars (compared to 1 bar on Earth) and ambient temperatures are 3 90 to 480 
degrees centigrade. Such environmental conditions are likely to affect the way 
inwhich landforms have developed on Venus. In particular volcanism, which is 
almost certainly one of the major processes responsible for cr.eating the 
present day surface (just as it has on the Earth and, to some extent, Mars), 
will most likely be different on Venus simply because of the effects of the 
atmosphere. Higher temperatures at the surface and in the upper crust w1.ll 
favor reduced magma cooling during ascent, with correspondingly greater magma 
eruption rates and, as a result, longer lava flows. Furthermore, the high 
atmospheric pressures should inhibit the loss of gas from the magma, promoting 
lava flow eruptions (similar to those on Hawaii) rather than explosive erup-
tions (comparable to Mt. St. Helens and El Chicon) . 
To date, some hints of volcanic landforms on Venus have been found in the 
Pioneer Venus and Arecibo radar measurements, but no definitive descriptions 
of the style(s) of volcanic activity can be made. It has been suggested, how-
ever, that certain aspects of volcanism on the Earth's ocean floor may consti-
tute good analogues to features on Venus, due to the great water pressure at 
abyssal depths. To explore this possibility, we have been studying data 
derived by a new oceanographic experiment, called SeaMARC II, which is produc-
ing high-resolution images and bathymetric information for many volcanic ter-
rains in the Pacific Ocean. 
The Sonar Syatea: SeaMARC II is a sonar system developed and operated by the 
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, University of Hawaii, and International Subma-
rine Technology Ltd., Redmond, WA. It is a 5-meter long instrument package 
that is towed behind a ship at a depth of about 100 meters beneath the sur-
face, taking measurements of acoustic backscatter (reflectivty) and depth of 
the ocean floor on both sides of the ship. Data derived by SeaMARC II are in 
digital form, are geometrically-correct (i.e., the data products look like 
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normal air photographs and topographic maps) and have a spatial resolution of 
5 x 15 meters. Coincident depth measurements (topographic information) have an 
accuracy of 30 - 100 meters. Operating in water depths of 1 - 7 km, SeaMARC 
II images 10 km wide segments of the ocean floor and, when towed at 8 knots 
(15 km/hour), can map an area of 3,000 square kilometers per day. 
In terms of comparing SeaMARC II data to other types of information typi-
cally available to planetary geologists, because the sonar operates at a fre-
quency of 11 and 12 KHz, the eystem is sensitive to ocean floor features that 
have a relief on the order of 10 em. Thus the sonar data are directly compar-
able to the radar backscatter measurements made of Venus by the Arecibo Obser-
vatory (except that these radar data have a resolution of about 2 km) and 
Earth-orbiting imaging radar systems such as Seasat and the Shuttle Imaging 
Radars (SIR-A and SIR-B). The analysis of SeaMARC II data therefore provides 
excellent experience in the interpretation of landforms at high resolution, 
which will be directly applicable to the study of data to be returned by 
NASA's Venus Radar Mapper spacecraft at the end of this decade. 
Observations: A detailed description of submarine geology as viewed by SeaMARC 
II is given in our other press abstract (P. Fryer ~A!· ), but it is also of 
value here to list some of our general observations and their potential impor-
tance to studies of Venus. 
1) The combined analysis of both backscatter and bathymetric data for three 
seamounts in the northern Mariana region of the Pacific Ocean (21°N, 143°E) 
has revealed a surprising variety of volcanic features. Backscatter images of 
the flanks of the seamounts show at least two different types of flow feature: 
One has a lobate outline (Fig. la) and is interpreted to be a lava flow 
sequence, while the other is more linear in outline (Fig. lb) and forms a 
radial pattern with respect to the summit. Bathymetry for this area (Fig.2) 
shows that these flows are found at water depths of 2.6 - 3.2 km, while the 
summit of the largest seamount rises to within 200 meters of the ocean sur-
face. A break in slope on the flanks of the seamount is observed in the bathy-
metric data at a depth of about 1.1 km. Above this level, the slopes are 
steeper than the lower flanks, possibly indicating a transition from effusive 
activity at depth to more explosive eruptions as the water pressure 
decreases. If such a depth correlation is corroborated by subsequent sample 
collection, this change in volcanic style may be particularly relevant to stu-
dies of venusian volcanism, where similar pressure variations exist (water 
depths of 0.5 - 1.0 km correspond to ambient pressures on Venus). 
2) Some of the recent Arecibo radar backscatter images of Venus have iden-
tified flow-like features on the slopes of Ishtar Terra. If these features are 
lava flows, then this information would add significantly to our knowledge of 
ve~usian geology. However, flow features on seamounts and the submarine flanks 
of Haleakala Volcano, Hawaii have been investigated by SeaMARC II and in 
several cases these submarine flows have been found to be sedimentary in ori-
gin. Rather than being volcanic, samples and bottom photography show that the 
flows seen by SeaMARC II are turbidity deposits located on the steeper subma-
rine slopes. While we do not believe that all flows seen on the seafloor by 
SeaMARC II are turbidites, distinguishing these flows from lava flows is very 
difficult if the ouly data available are the backscatter images. Furthermore, 
the detailed bathymetry for these localities indicates that the slopes are 
comparable to those surrounding Akna, Maxwell and Freyja Montes on Venus. This 
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Figure la: Lobat e flows (arrowed) are seen as dark outlines on this sonar 
backscatter image, obtained at a water depth in excess of 4 km. Height of the 
image is about 5 km. 
.. . . 
' . 
.... .... _ .. .. .. 
Figure lb: Strong sonar reflectors (the dark filamentary features that are 
arrowed) have been shown by SeaMARC II to be common phenomena on the flanks of 
submarine volcanoes. Possible interpretations are lava flows, turbidity depo-
sits or erosional channels. Flow direction is from the top to the bottom of 
this image. 
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Figure 2: Three dimensional map of some Mariana seamounts, measured by SeaMARC 
II, viewed from the east. 
suggests that caution should be applied when interpreting the Arecibo images, 
with both a sedimentary and a volcanic origin a possible mode of formation for 
flow-like features. 
3) Due to the higher temperatures on Venus, it has been proposed that lava 
flows will reach the surface at a higher temperature and consequently travel a 
greater distance from the vent prior to cooling. Such an effect would tend to 
"smooth out" the topography of the region, since individual flows would be 
thinner and cover a larger area. This would make such features as mid-ocean 
ridges (should they occur on Venus) more difficult to detect with the topo-
graphic data from Pioneer Venus. Subaerial lava flows on Earth typically have 
lengths less than 20 km, but SeaMARC II has identified examples close to the 
Juan de Fuca Ridge that are in excess of 60 km in length that cross very shal-
low slopes. While shorter than lunar or martian lava flows (which may be 300 -
500 km long), these submarine flows conform to the general hypothesis that 
increasing the ambient pressure underwhich a flow is erupted retards the loss 
of gas from the flow, which in turn decreases its viscosity and allows the 
same flow to travel a greater distance. Together with the higher ambient tem-
peratures on Venus than on Earth, lava flows in excess of 50 -100 km may 
therefore be common on Venus even if the tectonic setting is identical to the 
Earth's. Recognition of landforms indicative of plate tectonics may therefore 
be difficult (or impossible) with the available data for Venus. 
Conclusions: We feel that SeaMARC II represents a fascinating new method for 
investigating both the geology of the ocean floor and, coincidentally, for 
providing analogues for Venus terrains. We have only recently started to col-
lect data using SeaMARC II, but already the potential is clear for using the 
backscatter images and the bathymetry to study not only volcanism, but also 
regional tectonic and sedimentary processes. Details of some of our early stu-
dies are given in our accompanying abstract. 
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IMPACT BASINS ANU THE VOLCANICS OF MARS. Peter H. Schultz, 3303 NASA 
Koad Une, Houston, TX 77U5H. 
The basaltic plains on the Moon (the maria) generally occur inside or 
around impact craters and basins. It is generally believed that fractures 
generated by large impacts provided long-lasting pathways for magmas. The 
volcanic plains and volcanic edifices on Mars seem to show a more complex 
distribution. Although the interiors of the most obvious old basins (e.g., 
Isidis, Hellas, and Argyre) contain plains, they are largely buried by 
wind-blown deposits. The martian ridged plains that most resemble the lunar 
maria typically are offset from such impact basins. For example, Lunae Planum 
buries the western rings of the Chryse Basin and Syrtis Major Planitia covers 
the western half of the· Isidis Basin. Why are these mare-like plains offset and 
what controls the placement of the large volcanic mountains? Is Mars unique? 
Possible answers to such questions are emerging from studies of the distribution 
fracture patterns of old martian impact basins. 
Impact basins produce both concentric and radial patterns. On the Moon, 
large impact basins are ringed by scarps, vents for basaltic lavas, and 
fractures. Crustal weaknesses radial to these basins typically are more subtle 
-- obscured by debris thrown from the crater during formation. Nevertheless, 
previous studies have shown that numerous fractures and volcanic vents form a 
radial pattern extending 7U0 away from the center of the Imbrium impact basin. 
Other studies have revealed radial ridges and ponds of basaltic lavas confined 
in radial depressions. Many of thse crustal weaknesses are re-activated during 
volcanic eruptions long after the basin was formed. 
Un Mars, the concentric pattern of scarps and fractures around the Hellas, 
Aryyre, and Isidis basins is well known . Hecent studies, however, are revealing 
previously unrecognized basins as well as concentric rings of weakness well 
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beyond the mountainous basin rim. But fractures radiating from basins have not 
been studied in detail. Une of the last large impacts on Mars resulted in the 
Argyre basin. Inside the scarp surrounding this basin is a seemingly jumbled 
array of knobs and mountains. Mapping the low-lying plains, however, clearly 
reveals a spoKed pattern that reflects broad-scale radial fractures. These 
fractures extend outside the basin as subdued valleys but become enlarged where 
they coincide with the rings of an older nearby basin. The greatest enlargement 
occurs where the radial fracture of the younger basin becomes tangent to a 
rinyed fracture of an older basin. Three examples of this sequence are found 
radial to the Aryyre basin: two examples along Valles Marineris where it arcs 
around the older Chryse basin and a very ancient interaction between patterns 
radial to Argyre and patterns concentric to Hellas. Where a northeast-trending 
radial weakness from Argyre becomes tangent with the outer ring-fractures of the 
Chryse basin, extensive chaotic terrains have developed (Margaritifer Sinus). A 
radial extension to the northwest coincides with an enlargement of Valles 
Marineris. To the southeast, a very similar but also very ancient interaction 
is preserved. Canyons lUUU km long and as wide as Valles Marineris encircle 
Hellas 2~UU km from its center. These canyons are heavily mantled and battered 
by numerous subsequent craters, thereby indicating an old age and cessation of 
development early in martian geologic history. Nevertheless, they occur where a 
radial weakness from Argyre becomes tangent with the rings around Hellas. This 
raises the possibility that the large canyons related to the fracture patterns 
radiating from Tharsis may not be unique. 
Analogous basin radial-ring interactions occur around Hellas. Where a 
Hellas-radial weakness becomes tangent with a concentric ring of lsidis, 
volcanic centers (calderas) are found. These centers were related to the 
formation of Syrtis Major Planitia. Similarly, Hadriacum Patera and Tyrrhenum 
Patera (two old volcanic mountains) occur where a radial weakness from Hellas 
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intersects the outer rings of an old basin buried beneath the lavas of Hesperia 
Planum. An extension of the same radial trend intersects another radial trend 
from Isidis near the Elysium volcanoes. lt should be noted that a concentric 
pattern of knobs, mountains, and low-lying plains occurs east of the Elysium 
volcanoes and is proposed to be a heavily degraded impact structure. Extensions 
of this concentric pattern place the Elysium volcanoes on the rings of this old 
basin. 
The following scenario is proposed. A large impact produces radial 
fractures that can propagate as far as 7u0 from the impact point. After 
formation, extensional fractures develop concentrically around the basin owing 
to collapse and subsequent igneous modifications. The radial fracture patterns 
yradual ly disappear unless re-activated by later volcanic or tectonic processes. 
The most likely expression of the radial fractures occurs where they become 
tangent with concentric fractures of an older, nearby basin. In such regions 
the direction of both extensional stresses coincides, and these are the most 
likely sites for subsequent igneous intrusions. In the early stages, 
hydrothermal melting of ground ice above the intrusions may produce catastrophic 
floods and chaotic terrains. Most large outflow channels and many large runoff 
channels begin along the rings of old basins. Further concentration of igneous 
activity leads to the formation of ridged plains similar to the lunar maria 
duriny the early geologic history of Mars. With time, however, sustained 
eru~tions constructed large volcanic edifices that displaced the center of 
activity away from the basin interior. Although largely buried by lavas and 
other volcanic/tectonic events, a large and relatively late impact centered on 
Syria may have initiated an analogous sequence that culminated with the Thars is 
volcanoes. 
Thus the distribution of volcanoes, volcanic plains, and chaotic terrains 
on Mars may not be happenstance or controlled by some mysterious distribution of 
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magmas inside Mars. ~ather, it reflects a long-lasting pattern of intersecting 
fractures produced by enormous impacts within the first billion years of the 
formation of Mars. Such a pattern resembles what happened on the Moon. ~ut 
unlike the Moon, volcanism on Mars continued over a longer period of time and 
produced large volcanic edifices that in some regions (e.g., Tharsis and 
tlysium) masked their original Moon-like heritage. 
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PRIMITIVE METEORITES - WHERE DO THEY COME FROM AND HOW 
DID THEY FORM? Edward R.D. Scott, G. Jeffrey Taylor and Klaus Keil, 
Institute of Meteoritics and Department of Geology, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 
The most primitive meteorites are called chondrites; they contain small 
spherules called chondrules. These are exciting rocks to study because 
chondrules and the other ingredients in chondrites appear to have formed 
long before there were any planets in the solar system. These rocks offer us 
tantalizing clues to the earliest history of the solar system. But in addition, 
they offer an opportunity to understand how some of the small planets 
formed, how they were heated and how they were affected by impacts. Since 
we are very unsure how the earth formed and evolved, how can we ever hope 
to understand the origin of the unvisited small planets, such as asteroids. that 
supply us with meteorites? Two factors make cosmic geologists optimistic; 
first, meteorites come from many different bodies that have formed and 
evolved in slightly different ways, and second, impacts have provided us with 
samples of both the surfaces and deep interiors of these bodies. 
The most common type of chondrites, called ordinary chondrites, were, 
with few exceptions, baked to temperatures of between 600 and 900°C in their 
parent bodies. These bodies heated up soon after they formed four and a 
half billion years ago; the heat probably came from the decay of certain 
radioactive atoms. The second most common type of chondrites, which are 
rare, are called carbonaceous chondrites. These generally contain more 
carbon than ordinary chondrites, as their name implies, but they can also be 
distinguished by small differences in their concentrations of other elements 
such as magnesium and silicon. Curiously, very few of the carbonaceous 
chondrites have been heated above 500°C. We have begun a study of the 
mineralogy of the few carbonaceous chondrites that have been baked above 
500°C. By studying the compositions and textures of their minerals we hope 
eventually to find answers to some of the following problems. 
Did the ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites form in similar kinds of 
bodies? If so, why were most of the ordinary chondrites but very few of 
carbonaceous chondrites heated to high temperatures in their parent bodies? 
We do not know whether the meteorites provide representative samples of 
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their parent bodies, but if they are representative, it is possible that 
ordinary chondrites accreted into bodies before the carbonaceous chondrites 
and so acquired higher concentrations of heat-producing radioactive atoms. 
The presence of water in carbonaceous chondrites is consistent with the idea 
that their ingredients accreted into bodies after the materials of ordinary 
chondrites had begun to accrete and temperatu~es had fallen to allow water 
ice to condense. 
If the parent bodies of ordinary chondrites formed before many of the 
radioactive atoms had decayed, then the highest temperatures would have 
been reached at the centers of these bodies; unbaked chondrites would come 
from their surfaces, and half-baked chondrites from somewhere in between. 
But if the bodies formed after the radioactive atoms had decayed, then the 
highest temperatures could have been attained in the tiny planets which 
accreted together to form the parent bodies. In the second case, unbaked 
chondrites might be derived from the center or edge of parent bodies. For 
the ordinary chondrites it isn't certain what happened. We think the second 
case is more likely, but the presence of well-baked, and unbaked material 
(chondrules and rock fragments) in many individual ordinary chondrites 
suggests that impacts have thoroughly mixed up the original structure of the 
bodies. We may never know until we visit them how their bodies formed, but 
we hope that our study of the few baked and half-baked carbonaceous 
chondrites may help to decide how their parent bodies formed. 
No one has yet identified both unbaked and baked material in a single 
carbonaceous chondrite. Is this because parent bodies of carbonaceous 
chondrites were not mixed up by impacts, or because these bodies don't 
contain much baked material? We need more samples and research to answer 
this question. 
How many small planets have supplied us with chondrites? We have no 
way at present of answering this question with certainty, but we can 
distinguish at least four groups of carbonaceous chondrites and three groups 
of ordinary chondrites on the basis of their mineralogy and composition. 
Since we don't find meteorites that are mixtures of these different kinds of 
chondrites, we are reasonably certain that they come from at least seven 
different bodies. Of the three baked carbonaceous chondrites that we have 
studied, only one seems to belong to any of the known groups. The other 
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two seem to have come from a body which for some reason has yet to supply 
us with unbaked chondrites. 
The new baked carbonaceous chondrite that we identified was picked up 
in Antarctica two years ago by a U.S. team of meteorite hunters. Another 
was found in Antarctica by a Japanese team in 1969. Because there are only 
four or five such chondrites known, it is obvious that the recovery of 
meteorites from Antarctica is providing essential clues to our understanding of 
the nature and origin of the parent bodies of carbonaceous chondrites. 
Expeditions to asteroids and comets are needed, however, to provide 
definitive answers to the questions we have discussed. In the meantime, 
continued research on meteorites provides the best hope of answering these 
questions, and it also offers a basis for rational planning for such 
expeditions.-
Quenched Magnetite in Cretaceous-Tertiary Boundary 
Microtektite-like Spheroids 
Jan Smit, Frank T. Kyte, and John T. Wasson, Institute of 
Geophysics and Planetary Physics, University of California, Los 
Angeles, CA 90024. 
Background 
The Cretaceous-Tertiary (KT) boundary has long been 
recognized as one of the major extinction events in the 
geologic record. Popularly, this is most well known as the 
time of the extinction of the dinosaurs, about 65 million years 
ago. However, the dinosaurian extinctions may have been minor 
compared to the devastation of other communities. Perhaps the 
hardest hit was the marine plankton, the base of the oceanic 
food chain. Some estimates of the extinction rates suggest 
that 90 or even >99% of the total biomass of the oceans was 
wiped out. For decades the KT boundary has been the object of 
numerous hypotheses attempting to explain the extinctions. 
These hypotheses have ranged from changing nutrient supplies, 
to dinosaurian constipation, to effects of a nearby super 
nova. 
In 1980, in an article to Science (1), a research group 
from Berkely reported the discovery of high concentrations of 
the element iridium (Ir) in sediments at the 
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. They proposed that the Ir would 
be found at all KT boundaries around the world and that these 
sediments were fallout from the impact of a large asteroid, 
about 10 km in diameter. The rational behind this hypothesis 
was that Ir is a very rare element on the Earth's surface, but 
is found in concentrations about 1000 times higher in most 
meteorites (and presumably in asteroids>. The hypothesis 
further predicted that the dust generated by this impact spread 
in a dense cloud around the world, blocking out the sun and 
preventing photosynthesis, the death of plant life, destruction 
of food chains, and ultimately resulted in the observed 
extinctions. This was the first hypothesis proposed to account 
for the KT extinctions for which there was strong physical 
evidence, <the Ir), and which had predictions that could be 
tested. 
In the last few years, several research groups have been 
involved in testing this hypothesis. There are a few 
predictions of the hypothesis which were immediately obvious: 
1) The impact of an asteroid this large would create a crater 
much greater than 100 km in diameter. 2) If the ejecta is 
spread world-wide, then the Ir-rich sediments should be found 
wherever the KT boundary is preserved. Further, they should be 
found in any type of environment. The initial discovery was in 
marine sediments deposited at relatively shallow depths. 
Evidence for the fallout should also be found in non-marine 
(lake or swamp) sediments and in the abyssal depths (5 km) of 
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the oceans. 3) Other elements similar to Ir should also be 
enriched in these boundary clays and their relative abundances 
should be similar to those measured in meteorites. 4) The 
largest fraction of the ejecta would be terrestrial matter, 
derived from the impact site which, when deposited around the 
world, should be chemically distinct from normal sediments at 
most locations. 
To date, no crater has been found which has been proven to 
be the right size and a9e for this event, although a 2 small 
craters (60 and 25 km) 1n the Soviet Union are about the right 
age <2>. The discovery of this crater would be the "smoking 
gun" and very conclusive evidence that the impact hypothesis is 
correct. However, it is possible that the crater has been 
buried by sediment in the last 65 million years or that it 
formed on ocean floor which has since been destroyed by the 
subduction which results from continental drift. Half of the 
ocean floor which existed 65 million years ago has since been 
subducted, so it is possible that we will never find the 
"smoking gun" and will have to be content searching for the 
"bullets." 
Following the first discovery of the Ir, several research 
groups quickly obtained samples of KT boundary sediments to 
confirm the presence of an Ir-rich horizon around the world. 
This prediction has now been well established as correct as 
Ir-rich boundary sediments have been at over 50 locations 
around the world. These locations also include non-marine 
sediments (3) in the United States and in abyssal clays 
deposited at· 5 km depths in the Pacific Ocean (4). 
In some of the earliest research, scientists looked for 
high concentrations of other elements similar to Ir. These 
elements, called siderophiles because they like to be in a 
metal phase if one is present are ruthenium (Ru), pallium CPd) , 
rhenium (Re), osmium <os>, platinum (Pt) and gold <Au>. These 
siderophile elements are very rare on the Earth's surface. 
Although the Earth was probably formed initially from 
meteorites and asteroids, early in its history, all of its 
metal separated to form a metallic core. Therefore, some 99% 
or more of the siderophiles in the Earth are trapped in is core 
and not available to the surface. As early as 1900, 3 separate 
studies (5,6,7) showed that some or all of these elements were 
enriched in KT sediments and that their relative concentrations 
were very similar to those measured in meteorites. These 
studies thus provided additional support for the impact 
hypothesis. 
In 1981, spherical objects containing a silicate mineral 
called sanidine were discovered (8) in the KT boundary in 
Spain. The sanidine has since been demonstrated to be an 
alteration product of whatever, these spherical objects were 
initially composed of. Perhaps, the most likely precursor for 
the sanidine is glass. This is a very important finding, 
because these small spheres (less than l millimeter in 
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diameter) may have formed from liquid droplets of silicates 
created by the impact event. In later studies of some of the 
chemical isotopes found in these spheres and in the surrounding 
sediments (9,10) it has been shown that the KT boundary is 
distinctly different from sediments deposited above or below 
it. This supports the prediction that terrestrial ejecta 
material derived from the impact crater is found in the 
boundary. Further, the composition of the boundary clay is 
most consistent with an impact into an ocean basin. 
The discovery of these sanidine-containing spheres has 
been succeeded by similar findings at numerous KT boundary 
sites around the world <11). There are now 3 types of spheres 
found: 1) those with sanidine, 2) some containing glauconite, 
another silicate mineral, and 3) some with magnetite, an 
iron-oxide. It has been proposed that these spheres are 
similar to objects called microtektites (12), small glassy 
spheres tound in more recent sediments. For example, less than 
a million years ago, a large mass of microtektites were 
deposited all around the region of Indonesia and Australia. 
These are associated with larger glassy objects <inches in 
diameter> called tektites which are also spread over much of 
the same area. Another, similar but larger event occurred 
about 35 million years ago. Tektites in ~exas and Georgia are 
associated with a strewn field of microtektites which extends 
through the Carribean, into the Pacific, and all the way to the 
Indian Ocean. Both of these events <and a smaller one off the 
west coast of Africa) have long been believed to have resulted 
from molted droplets derived from asteroid impact ejecta. 
However, these tektite-producing impacts were much smaller than 
that proposed for the KT boundary. The KT boundary spheres may 
be the largest microtektite field yet found. 
This Study 
In this study, we report our initial analyses of the 
magnetite containing spheres which we collected from 2 KT 
boundary localities in Italy. These spheres were reported to 
contain relatively high concentrations of Ir (11). Prior to 
this no single mineral phase had been identified in KT 
sediments which was a carrier of the siderophile elements. We 
hoped to sample one of these carriers directly, with the 
possibility in mind that it might provide further evidence of 
the nature of the KT event. We chemically analyzed these 
spheres tor the siderophile elements Ir, Pt, Au, Pd, Os, and Re 
and we have also used microscopic techniques to examine their 
internal mineral chemistry and textures. 
The results of the chemical analyses were similar to other 
studies of siderophile elements in KT boundary sediments. The 
elements Ir, Pt, Pd, and Au were all found in relatively high 
concentrations in the magnetite spheres and their relative 
concentrations were similar to those found in most meteorites. 
The element Os was was also found in these spheres but in 
somewhat lower concentrations than expected. The somewhat less 
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siderophile element Re was not detected. These data suggested 
that the magnetite spheres did contain a meteorite component 
which may be a relict of the KT event, but that weathering of 
these spheres may have resulted in some loss of Os and Re. 
The results of the microscopic studies were surprising. 
We found that most of the mass of these spheres is not 
magnetite, but probably a clay mineral which is the altered 
remnant of some preexisting silicate phase (possibly glass). 
The magnetite, however, has a striking texture, consisting of 
long, leafy strings of individual mineral grains which grew in 
a radiating fashion. This radiating texture is called 
"dendritic". Dendritic magnetite is formed in only one way; by 
rapid crystallization from a high temperature liquid. For 
example, dendritic magnetite is found in in glasses around the 
edge of volcanic lavas erupted on the ocean floor. In this 
case, the very hot liquid lava is cooled very rapidly from 
contact with seawater. The implication of the dendritic 
magnetite in the KT spheres is that they must have formed from 
very rapidly cooling liquid drops with an originally high 
temperature. 
This is the first conclusive evidence that small droplets 
of a very high temperature liquid (probably mainly silicate) 
was involved in deposition of the KT sediments. Previously it 
was assumed by many workers that the sanidine spheres were 
originally made of glass and derived from a liquid droplet, but 
evidence was circumstantial and not conclusive. Further, it 
appears nearly certain that these liquid droplets contained a 
significant traction of the siderophile elements such as Ir 
which were deposited in these sediments. Another important 
point is that the magnetite is very likely unaltered from its 
original chemical composition. The rest of the KT boundary 
sediment has been rather thoroughly weathered and altered over 
the last 65 million years and these small magnetite grains may 
be the only material remaining which contains a fresh record of 
this enormous KT event. We still lack the ••smoking gun," but 
we have certainly found some of its bullets. 
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WAS THE EARLY EARTH COMPLETELY MOLTEN?; Donald L. Turcotte, Joan 
c. Pflugrath, Department of Geological Sciences, Cornell University, 
Ithaca, NY 14853 
The nature of the interior of the primitive earth has sparked both 
the imaginations of scientists and nonscientists alike. Was the earth a 
cold solid or was it a hot liquid, much like a lava lake one sees in 
today's volcanic cauldrons? To answer these questions scientists have 
looked at the various energy sources available to heat the primitive earth 
to see if they are sufficient to cause melting. The two largest 
contributors to the earth's early heat appear to be the heat due to 
accretion and the heat of core formation. The earth formed by the 
accretion of particles ranging in size from millimeters to hundreds of 
kilometers and each impact into the proto-earth provided more energy to 
heat the body. Also early in the earth's history, the sinking of iron to 
the center of the earth to form the core released a substantial amount of 
energy; enough to heat the entire earth an average 2000°C (3632°F). 
Mechanisms for the removal of such a large amount of heat appear 
inadequate to prevent substantial melting, thus it is logical to assume 
that the earth was completely molten, i.e. a "magma ocean" at one time 
early in its history. 
Are there any observations we can make to support or refute this 
postulated magma ocean? The lunar rock samples· brought back by the Apollo 
missions give evidence for a magma ocean of a few hundred kilometers depth 
which existed on the moon early in its history. (For scale, the Earth's 
crust is approximately 30 kilometers thick and the depth to the outer 
surface of the mostly iron core is approximately 2900 km.) However, the 
moon has remained relatively stable since its formation 4.6 billion years 
ago, therefore the Moon's crust is a direct consequence of its early 
history. The earth, although formed 4.6 billion years ago, is a much more 
dynamic planet and direct evidence for a global magma ocean may have 
already been completely erased. In the absence of direct evidence, 
indirect evidence is often considered. One such piece of evidence is the 
presence of primordial noble gases (e.g. helium not produced by 
radioactive decay) in terrestrial lavas. It has been argued that if the 
earth was ever completely molten, these gases should have escaped. 
However, these gases could be retained in solution at moderate to high 
pressures or reinjected by various processes soon after solidification, so 
this argument is not conclusive. Another piece of evidence is the age of 
the crust. On the moon, the age of the highland crust is greater than 4 
billion years. On the earth, excluding the oceanic crust which is 
recycled about every 200 million years by plate tectonics, a large 
percentage of the crust formed between 2.0 and 3.0 billion years ago with 
a very few rocks older than 3.0 billion years. One explanation is that 
the earth's mantle was solidifying prior to 3.0 billion years, thus 
preventing the formation of a significant volume of continental crust. 
The smaller size of the moon would have permitted its magma ocean to 
solidify more quickly. Thus a primordial magma ocean on the earth seems a 
real possibility. 
This paper describes theoretical calculations of the cooling of this 
postulated magma ocean. There are two simple ways a magma ocean can 
cool - from bottom up, or from top to bottom. Both methods begin the 
same. The exposed upper surface cools and solidifies until it becomes too 
dense to be supported by the magma underneath. (Generally, the colder a 
material is, the denser it becomes.) This surface layer will then detach 
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and sink to the bottom of the magma ocean. The cycle repeats as fresh 
material is exposed at the surface and more cold, dense material is added 
to the increasingly thickening bottom layer. Thus the magma ocean cools 
from the bottom up. The time required for complete solidification of the 
earth's mantle using this model ranges from 1000 years to 1.0 billion 
years depending on the thickness of the crust when it becomes unstable. 
However, it has been argued that magmas may be more compressible than 
their equivalent solid phases, that is, they may contract more for the 
same increase in pressure. Thus at depths greater than 100 kilometers 
where the pressure is great enough, a liquid magma will be more dense than 
its equivalent solid. In other words, a solidifying lid overlying a magma 
ocean will be a stable configuration, floating like a cork on the denser 
magma. Cooling of the magma ocean in this case is controlled by processes 
within the solidifying lid; hot magma is transported from the bottom of 
the lid to the surface where it cools and becomes incorporated into the 
lid. The magma ocean thus cools from top to bottom, a more reasonable 
assumption. The time required to cool the magma ocean in this manner is 
from 100 million years to 1.0 billion years depending on the properties of 
the solidifying lid. Both of these models provide solification times up 
to 1.0 billion years which is fairly close to the gap in the mean ages 
between lunar crustal rocks and terrestrial continental rocks. 
We conclude that an early molten earth is a hypothesis that deserves 
further study. Our calculations of solidification times indicate a period 
of 100 million to 1 billion years would be a reasonable estimate for the 
time required to solidify a molten mantle. Many interesting questions 
remain concerning the petrological and geochemical effects of an early 
molten mantle. 
Lu-Hf EVOLUTION OF KREEP. D. M. Unruh and M. Tatsumoto, U.S. 
Geological Survey, MS 963, Box 25046, Federal Ctr., Lakewood, CO 80225 
The most widely-accepted theory for lunar evolution is the so-called cumulate-
remelting model [1]. According to this model, the outer several hundred 
kilometers of the moon were molten early in its history at about 4.4 to 4.5 
b.y. ago (b.y. • billion years or 1,000,000,000 years). As this "magma ocean" 
cooled minerals began to crystallize and accumulate either at the base or the 
top of the magma ocean depending upon the density of the mineral. The 
accumulated minerals at the base (cumulate sources) were partially remelted at 
about 3.9 to 3.2 b.y. to produce the mare basalts. 
During the last stage of crystallization of the magma ocean minerals and magma 
were no longer efficiently separated from one another. This last portion of 
the magma ocean was enriched in those elements (the "incompatible" elements) 
that, because of their ionic size and charge, remain in the magma and are not 
incorporated into the crystallizing minerals. In particular, potassium (K), 
the rare earth elements (REE, elements No. 57 to 71 on the periodic chart), 
and phosphorous (P) are strongly held in the magma. Lunar samples that are 
tremendously enriched in these elements are called KREEP-rich, and the last 
portion of the magma ocean to crystallize is commonly thought to represent the 
source of the KREEP-rich component. 
Analyses of trace elements, those elements that are commonly found in nature 
only at the part per million level (1 ppm • 0.0001%), have added greatly to 
our knowledge of rock-forming processes. In fact, the basic cumulate-
remelting model is based heavily on trace element data. When a solid mantle 
source is partially melted or when minerals precipitate from a magma trace 
elements are fractionated from one another and from the major elements (those 
that occur at the percent level) in a predictable manner. Therefore, 
measurements of the absolute as well as relative abundances of trace elements 
in an igneous rock provide clues as to the mineralogical composition of the 
mantle source from which the rocks were derived and the degree of melting that 
occurred in the source to produce the rocks. 
Isotopes are atoms of the same element that have different numbers of neutrons 
in their nuclei! and therefore slightly different atomic weights. For 
example, lutetium (Lu) has two isotopes of nominal atomic weights 175 and 176 
(written as 175Lu and 176Lu). Specific isotopes of some trace elements are 
naturally radioactive and decay through time to isotopes of other elements. 
Therefore, by measuring the concentration of both the parent (radioactive) 
isotope and daughter (radiogenic) isotope relative to another isotope of the 
daughter element that is not produced by radioactive decay, one can obtain the 
age of a rock. 
Once the age of a rock and the relative abundances of the parent and daughter 
isotopes have been determined, one can calculate the isotopic composition (the 
relative abundance of the daughter isotope) at the time the rock formed (the 
so-called "initial" isotopic composition). This, in turn enables us to 
calculate the ratio of the parent to daughter element in the source from which 
the rock formed. This information then gives us clues as to how the source 
was formed. 
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The radioactive decay systems most commonly used for these t~pes of studies 
include the two uranium-lead systems ( 238u- 206Pb and 235u- 20 Pb; the parent 
isotope and element are listed first and the daughter second), the thorium-
lead system ( 232Th-208Pb~O the rubidium-strontium system ( 87Rb-87sr~ the 
potassium-argon system ( K-40Ar), the samarium-neodymium system ( 1 ~Sm-
143Nd), and the lutetium-hafnium system ( 176Lu- 176Hf). The analytical 
techniques for using the Sm-Nd system were established in 1974 [2], and those 
for Lu-Hf analyses were established in 1980 [3], both as a result of the 
Apollo program. 
When discussing trace element or isotopic data, it is important to know how 
these concentrations or ratios are different from those in an unfractionated 
sample. A group of meteorites called chondrites have nearly uniform trace 
element abundances and isotopic ratios. Because these meteorites have not 
been affected by igneous processes since the formation of the solar system, 
the trace element concentrations and isotopic compositions found in chondrites 
have been chosen as a basis for comparison. 
Nd and Hf are more strongly fractionated into a magma than are Sm and Lu, 
respectively, so that cumulate sources would have higher Lu/Hf and Sm/Nd 
ratios than those in an unfractionated (chondritic) source. Therefore, these 
sources would, through time, have higher relative abundances of 14 ~d and 
176Hf (expressed as the ratios 143Nd/ 144Nd and 176Hf/ 177Hf) than those in a 
chondritic sample of the same age. 
Nd [4-6] and Hf [7-8] isotopic data for mare basalts provided strong support 
for the cumulate-remelting model in that their initial 143Nd/ 144Nd and 
176Hf/ 177Hf ratios were indeed higher than chondritic. The initial Hf and Nd 
isotopic characteristics of mare basalts are summarized in Figure 1 [4-8]. In 
this diagram the initial ratios are plotted as deviations in units of 0.01% 
from those of a chondritic sample of the same age. In other words, an £Hf 
value of +10 means that the initial 176Hf/ 177Hf ratio in the sample was 1.0010 
times that in a chondritic sample at that time. A value of -10 means that the 
initial ratio was 0.9990 times chondritic at that time. 
Three important conclusions have been drawn from the Nd and Hf isotopic 
data. First, the significant variations in initial £Nd and £Hf values found 
among the various basalt types indicates that the mineralogical compositions 
of the various sources were quite different, and these data have allowed us to 
place better constraints on the source mineralogies [4-8]. In particular, the 
different trends in £Hfi and £Ndi exhibited by the low-titanium (low-Ti) and 
high-titanium (high-Ti) basalts in Figure 1 have allowed us to evaluate the 
role of ilmenite (an iron-titanium oxide mineral) in these sources [8]. 
Knowledge of the presence and amount of ilmenite in these sources permits a 
better understanding of how the magma ocean evolved chemically and at which 
points in the crystallization sequence the mare basalt sources formed. 
Second, the combined Lu-Hf and Sm-Nd data have provided important constraints 
on how the mare basalt sources formed. Based primarily on REE concentrations 
and Nd isotopic compositions in mare basalts, Nyquist and coworkers [6,9] 
proposed that the magma ocean did not have chondritic relative REE abundances 
(a Sm/Nd ratio of only 0.89 times chondritic) at the time the mare basalt 
sources formed. Lu-Hf data were found to be inconsistent with the cumulate-
remelting model in its simplest form and, although alternative explanations 
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were examined, the data are most consistent with a model in which the Lu/Hf 
ratio in the magma ocean was also less than chondritic [8]. Therefore the Lu-
Hf data provided strong support for Nyquist et al.'s model. The subchondritic 
Sm/Nd and Lu/Hf ratios in the magma ocean may suggest that the bulk moon is 
nonchondritic [6], or that sufficient crystallization of the magma ocean had 
occurred prior to formation of these sources to have caused complimentary 
fractionation in the residual magma [8]. 
Third, comparison of Lu-Hf and Sm-Nd mare basalt data with data from 
terrestrial oceanic basalts [10,11] shows that there are distinct differences 
in the way in which the terrestrial and lunar basalt sources formed and/or 
that there are distinct differences in the chemical or mineralogical 
compositions of these sources. 
Because the KREEP source is thought to represent the final portion of the 
magma ocean to crystallize, the Sm/Nd and Lu/Hf ratios in this source should 
be very similar to those calculated for the magma ocean in the mare basalt 
studies. Consequently, both the present-day and initial Nd and Hf isotopic 
composition can be predicted. The predicted evolution lines for the KREEP 
source are shown as heavy solid lines in Figures 2a and 2b. These figures are 
plots of £Nd and £Hf at any time, T as a function of the ages (the present is 
at TaO). Unfractionated (chondritic) samples would plot at £NdT and £HfT = 0 
at any time. The values of £Nd and £HfT at 3.9 b.y., the age of KREEP 
basalts (see [12] for a summaryJ, correspond to the star in Figure 1. 4.4 
b.y. represents the age of the KREEP source [13] (the age of the magma 
ocean). Actually, few true KREEP basalts were returned by the Apollo 
missions. Most KREEP-rich samples are physical mixtures of more than one 
rock-type. 
When a mantle source melts to produce basalts the Lu/Hf and Sm/Nd ratios in 
the melt are less than or equal to those in the original source. 
Consequently, the KREEP basalt evolution line calculated from the measured Nd 
and Hf isotopic compositions should plot on or below the theoretical KREEP-
source evolution line, and should intersect this line at 3.9 b.y. Sm-Nd data 
for KREEP-rich samples fit this model perfectly as shown in Figure 2a (data 
from [14 and 15]). All KREEP-rich samples thus far analyzed have remarkably 
uniform Sm/Nd and 143Nd/ 144Nd ratios. Therefore all Sm/Nd data are shown by a 
single evolution line in Figure 2a (Sm/Nd • 0.85 times chondritic). This 
actual KREEP evolution line intersects the theoretical KREEP-source evolution 
line (Sm/Nd = 0.89 times chondritic) at precisely 3.9 b.y. 
Lu-Hf data for KREEP-rich samples (Figure 2b) present a much more complex 
picture. Only sample 15386, the only true KREEP basalt analyzed, plots below 
the theoretical KREEP-source evolution line (Lu/Hf • 0.57 times chondritic). 
The present-day £Hf values and the Lu/Hf ratios also show much more variation 
than was found in the Sm/Nd data. These variations may simply reflect the 
fact that somewhat different samples were analyzed for Lu-Hf and Sm/Nd, but 
may instead suggest that the Lu-Hf system is more sensitive than the Sm-Nd 
system to the fact that most of these samples are mixtures of more than one 
rock type. 
The initial £Hf values at 3.9 b.y. all plot above the theoretical evolution 
line. This discrepancy may reflect the rather large uncertainties in the Lu-
Hf chondritic evolution parameters (the relative position and slope of the £Hf 
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= 0 line), but is more likely attributable to either the age of the KREEP 
source, the chemical evolution of the magma ocean, or the nature of the KREEP 
source. 
If the age of the KREEP source was 4.1 b.y. instead of 4.4 b.y. (the 
theoretical evolution line was shifted slightly to the left in Figure 2b), the 
discrepancy would be acc ounted for. However, the minimum source age allowed 
by the Sm/Nd data is about 4.2 b.y., the age at which the 0.85 times 
chondritic evolution line intersects the horizontal (chondritic) line in 
Figure 2a. 
The Lu-Hf data may indicate that sufficient ilmenite precipitated from the 
magma ocean to cause a significant increase of the Lu/Hf ratio in the residual 
magma. This interpretation would require that basalts derived from this 
ilmenite-rich zone at later time would have positive £Nd1 but negative £Hf1 • 
As yet, no such samples have been found (Figure 1). 
Alternatively, the results may indicate that the KREEP source was a mixture of 
the final residual magma and either cumulate minerals [16] or the 
unfractionated (?) lunar crust [17]. Preliminary calculations indicate that 
this latter hypothesis can at least qualitatively account for the Lu-Hf 
characteristics of KREEP-rich samples. However, the present data do not 
permit a clear choice among these alternative explanations. 
Figure 1. £Nd1 vs. £Hf 1 plot 
for mare basalts and KREEP. 
£Hf 1 and £Nd1 represent the 
difference (in units of 0.01%) 
in 176Hf/17?Hf and 143Nd/144Nd 
ratios between the sample at 
the time it formed and a 
chondritic sample of the same 
age. The positive values for 
mare basalts indicate their 
sources had Lu/Hf and Sm/Nd 
ratios greater than chondritic 
whereas negative values for 
KREEP indicate these ratios 
were less than chondritic in 
the KREEP source. The 
difference between the high-Ti 
and low-Ti basalt data is 
attributed to ilmenite being 
present in the high-Ti basalt 
sources. 
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FORMATION OF METEORITIC CHONDRULES BY LIGHTNING. 
John T. Wasson and Kaare L. Rasmussen, Institute of Geophysics 
and Planetary Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, 
CA 90024, USA. 
Chondrules are enigmatic millimeter-sized silicate grains 
embedded in the most common class of meteorites, the chondritic 
(stony) meteorites. Evidence of various sorts (solar composi-
tions, lack of chemical equiiibrium between adjacent grains) shows 
that the chondritic rocks formed by sedimentation processes in 
the solar nebula, and escaped the subsequent melting processes 
that differentiated the planets and some of the meteorite parent 
bodies. 
Judging from their textures the chondrules formed as melt 
droplets and obtained their generally spheroidal shapes from the 
surface tension of the silicate melt. Chondrules are often very 
abundant; in some meteorites they constitute more than 70 % of 
the mass. Because of their occurence in the unequilibrated chon-· 
drites, the most primitive of all meteorites, and because of the 
chondrules are chemically distinct from their surroundings, they 
are judged to have been in existence before the chondritic mate-
rials agglomerated to form objects > 1 m in size. The chondrules 
are the earliest "bodies" we know of in the solar system, with 
the possible exception of the refractory inclusions in some car-
bonaceous chondrites. 
In some ways the chondrules are not as primitive as the ma-
trix in which they are embedded. By primitive we here mean the 
degree to which they reflect the chemical and textural composi-
tion of the original nebular materials. The main veil cast over 
the signature of the precursor components is the heating event 
that melted the chondrule. Some chondrules were completely 
melted, whereas in others one finds relect grains that escaped 
melting during the heating event. 
Although a few lunar or terrestrial rocks contain silicate 
spheroids that formed as liquid drops, these are either lava 
splatter or rare droplets produced by impacts. No terrestrial 
or lunar rock consists in large part of silicate spheres having 
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the diverse compositions and textures found in chondrules. It 
therefore follows that the origin of chondrules is associated 
with processes occurring in the solar nebula. Understanding the 
origin of chondrules thus re~uires at least a rough understand-
ing of the processes occurring in the nebula. The origin of 
chondrules is a fundamental problem of cosmochemistry, and one 
that has proven extremely difficult to solve in a manner that is 
widely accepted by other workers in the field. 
Numerous investigators have searched for the physical pro-
cess that caused the chondrule heating event, and a large number 
of more or less plausible mechanisms has been proposed. They 
range from volcanic droplets through impact processes to purely 
nebula related processes. We will not describe these in any de -
tail, but refer the reader to the discussion in Rasmussen and 
Wasson (1984). We argue that only nebular processes are able to 
account for the large fraction of the chondritic material sub-
jected to the chondrule forming process, and for the observed 
variety. 
A crucial factor required by any chondrule formation mecha-
nismare that it must permit the retention of volatiles (Cd, S, 
Na, K) in chondrule interiors, and must provide an explanation 
for the existence of unmelted relict grains having dimensions 
~ 100 ~m. Both these facts prohibit the long heating and cool-
ing timesproduced by some models. The duration of the heating 
event s hould be < 1 s and the duration of the liquid-solid phase 
transition must also be comparably short. 
There are several models that can produce rapid heating and 
cooling: (1) impactsamong small bodies, (2) lightning, and (3) 
bombardment by relativistic electrons in an early solar magnetic 
field. The first of these is not considered realistic because 
model calculations yield relative velocities among nebular par-
ticles that are much lower than the ca. 3 km s-1 required for 
melting. The third model can only function effectively after 
the nebular gas has disappeared, whereas the agglomeration of 
roc~s following chondrule formation seems to be favored if the 
gas was still present. The lightning model has not been dis-
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cussed much during recent years primarily because earlier models 
failed to include a realistic picture of the nebula. 
It appeared to us that the lightning model showed the most 
promise. We therefore reinvestigated this model, and showed 
that it is capable of explaining chondrule formation in a low-
turbulence nebula. 
Previous investigations of nebular lightning models were 
quite vague as regarded the source of energy, although it was 
recognized that lightning should occur in turbulent regions in 
the dusty nebula. 
It has been recognized for some time that drag forces cause 
large dust particles to settle to the median plane of the disk-
shaped nebula. Although 99 % of the nebula consisted of Hz 
and He gas, this settling would cause a thin layer in the mid-
plane to contain more dust than gas. This dust-rich layer would 
orbit the Sun at the same velocity as a planet. Because the 
radial pressure gradient in the gas generates an outward force 
that adds to that produced by the orbital motion, the rotational 
velocity of the overlying and underlying gas - rich layers would 
be less than that of the dust-rich layer. We suggest that the 
turbulence that produced the lightning resulted from shear be-
tween the gas-rich and dust-rich layers . 
The energy available in a lightning bolt is controlled by 
the breakdown potential of the medium. At pHz = lo-4 atm, a 
typical nebular pressu!e, the breakdown potential is~ 1.7 V 
cm-1, too low to produce chondrules. However, if much of the 
dust was present as small (25 nm) particles, the breakdown po-
tential rises to 6.8 V cm-1 and chondrule production is possible 
out to distances of 2.5 AU. 
We calculate that the lightning bolts were ca. 100 m long 
and ca. 0.6 em in diameter. During the electrical ·discharge 
chondrules were formed by the impact of energetic (1200 electron 
volts) protons and electrons on preexisting particles (precursor 
grains), which were melted in a fraction of a second . This pro -
cess also flash-heated the surrounding gas to several lO,OOOs 
degree s Kelvin. 
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We do not claim to have a final answer. The enormous 
uncertainty in the physical properties of the nebula makes such 
an achievement impossible. We also think some chondrules and 
other high-temperature materials may have formed by other pro-
cesses such as condensation or infall into the nebula (as inter-
stellar meteors). Because of the ubiquitous presence of vola-
tiles in chondrule interiors the fraction of the chondrules 
having such origins must be small, but these processes may be 
responsible for the preexisting grains found as relicts in many 
chondrules. 
Rasmussen, K.L. and Wasson , J.T. (1984). A new lightning model 
of chondrule formation. Submitted in December 1983 to the 
Astrophysical Journal. 
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FORMATION OF CHONDRULES BY DRAG HEATING IN DUST-E!iRICHED ENVIRONMENTS 
The solar system hadabeqinning, 4.6 billion years ago. The atoms that 
make up the solar system are much older than that, however: they were also 
part of the universe that existed before the solar system formed. (The uni-
verse as a whole is understood to be about 12 billion years old.) 
Where were the atoms of silicon, iron, calcium, and so forth that make 
up the earth and other planets before there was a solar system? Astronomical 
research shows that they existed in tiny (millionth-of-an-inch) dust grains 
which, along with molecules of gas, wandered about in the vast reaches of 
space between the stars of our galaxy. The solar system was formed when one 
particular cloud of interstellar dust and gas became dense enough to be gravi-
tationally unstable: the gravitational pull that dust grains and gas molecules 
exerted on one another caused the cloud to collapse. 
At first the collapse is believed to have produced a small, infant sun 
surrounded by a rotating disk of gas and dust called the solar nebula. For 
perhaps a million years additional interstellar dust and gas rained onto the 
surfaces of the nebula, drawn to it by the gravitational pull of the protosun 
and disk. 
In the nebula, dust grains were gathered into planets. Eventually the gas 
and dust still dispersed in the disk were lost-some was absorbed by the sun, 
some was blown back to interstellar space. 
We study meteorites to try to learn about processes in the nebula that 
turned presolar dust grains into planets. Most meteorites (in particular, the 
principal class of stony meteorites named chondrites) are samples of ancient, 
primordial planetary mate~ial, preserved in much the same state since it came 
together in the nebula 4.6 billion years ago. (This material survived in very 
small, geologically inactive bodies--asteroids--until the current epoch, when 
a series of disruptive collisions and orbital changes brought fragments of 
them to the earth.) 
When we examine chondritic meteorites closely, we find them to be full of 
small, rounded, stony pellets about the size of BB's or caviar.* It is clear 
from the pattern of minerals that they contain that these pellets (called 
chondrules) were once droplets of melted rock. They must have remained dis-
persed and separated from one another until they cooled and hardened, in order 
to retain their rounded shapes. 
Scientists have puzzled for more than a century over the meaning of these 
igneous spheroids. What was there about the planet-making process that created 
a "fiery rain" of white-hot droplets? Some major aspect of the behavior or 
properties of the nebula appears to have been involved, since it made huge 
numbers of chondruleS--the chondritic meteorites are crammed with them. 
*The author has glossy prints showing chondrules with him at the Conference, 
and will provide them to interested members of the press. 
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Dr. John A. Wood (of the Harvard~Smithsonian Center for Astrophys~cs, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts) has argued that the chondrules are probably a 
by-product of the act of gravitational collapse that created the solar system. 
Interstellar dust and gas falling toward the nebula would have been accele-
rated to velocities of 5-10 miles per second by the gravitational pull of the 
nebula. There may have been a tendency for the dust grains to coalesce into 
dust aggregations during infall. When this material struck the nebula, the 
gas was stopped abruptly, but the dust particles and aggregations plunged on 
into the nebula at very high velocities. 
The dust particles and aggregations would have been slowed and heated by 
gas drag as they shot through the nebula. They would have beha~ed almost 
exactly like meteors--the shooting stars we see when small interplanetary 
objects punch into the upper atmosphere at high velocities . The difference is 
that meteors are so intensely heated and encounter so much air resistance that 
they are destroyed--either totally vaporized, or dispersed into a fine spray. 
(This doesn't happen to meteorites, however--these much larger chunks of 
stone and iron can survive their passage through the atmosphere.) The nebular 
gas was far thinner than the terrestrial atmosphere is, and ~idently this 
allowed melted droplets of interstellar dust to survive and cool into chon-
drules. 
This explanation for the existence of chondrules has not been proven; it 
is a hypothesis. If it is correct, it should be ·capable of explaining the 
many complex details of mineral chemistry, isotopic compositions, and morpho-
logy of chondrules that have been observed by researchers. This detailed 
testing of the concept has just begun • 
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TOWARDS A COMPLETE INVENTORY OF STRATOSPHERIC OUST PARTICLES, WITH 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THEIR CLASSIFICATION, Michael E. Zolensky, Ian O.R. 
Mackinnon and David s. McKay, SN4/NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX. 
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As the earth travels about the sun it continuously sweeps up material 
laying in its path. This 11aterial includes dust-sized fra~ents of the 
meteors, comets and asteroids that have passed by as well as much older par-
ticles from out between the stars. These grains first become caught at the 
top of earth ' s atmosphere (in the mesosphere) and then slowly pass down, in 
turn, through the stratosphere and the troposphere, finally . raining down 
upon the earth's surface. For the smallest particles this process probably 
takes several years at least. While in the stratosphere the cosmic dust 
particles encounter increasing amounts of contaminants from the earth. At 
the highest reaches of earth's atmosphere these contaminants consist mainly 
of dust from the most explosive volcanoes, rocket exhaust, and other man-
made space debris. Closer to the earth's surface (in the troposphere) wind-
borne particles and pollen become an increasingly larger fraction of the 
atmospheric dust load. If we are to ever understand the processes which 
inject solid material into the atmosphere (eg. volcanic eruptions, violent 
storms and large explosions) and their effect on the world's climate we must 
obtain accurate samples of atmospheric particles, and then undertake care-
full analysis of this material. An added benefit of this research will be 
increased knowledge of the nature of extraterrestrial (cosmic) particles. 
Some of these particles will undoubtably prove to be our first samples of 
comets, bodies which are believed to be unchanged from the time our solar 
system formed. 
For several years research groups have been collecting dust particles 
from the atmosphere using high flying aircraft and balloons. Thousands of 
particles have been collected in this manner, and many of these dust-sized 
grains are stored at the Curatorial Facility of the Johnson Space Center. 
We present here preliminary results from scanning electron microscopy and 
X-ray diffraction analysis of all of the particles from a single collection 
surface which sampled the stratosphere between 18 and 20km in altitude. 
Particle collection surface (called a flag) W7017 was selected for this 
detailed examination. This particular flag consisted of a small plastic 
plate which had been mounted to the wing of a high altitude aircraft. A 
thin coating of silicone oil acted as an adhesive, enabling the flag to 
catch and hold particles in flight. The flag itself was recessed into the 
wing of the aircraft until the proper altitude and speed had been reached, 
whereupon the flag would pop out and begin to collect particles. Sampling 
took place over the western U.S. in the summer of 1981. This sampling was 
prior to the El Chichon eruption of March and April, 1982, which introduced 
so much volcanic dust into the stratosphere, although inclusion of volcanic 
material from other sources (e.g. Mount St. Helens) is likely. Prior to 
this study 104 particles had been removed from this flag for examination and 
are described in the Cosmic Oust Catalog. These particles had been removed 
one at a time by hand. We decided that it would be more efficient to wash 
the remaining particles off of this flag, depositing them on suitable filter 
surfaces. This way we were able to remove all of the particles from the 
flag, in an unbiased manner, leaving them on a surface judged more conducive 
for carefull examination. 
Examination of the particle laden filters revealed that flag W7017 had 
originally held between ten and twenty thousand particles, greater than one 
micron in size (one micron being approximately 1/SOth the thickness of a 
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human hair). Previous studies gave no indication that such a large number 
of particles would be found on this flag. We suspect that large numbers of 
even smaller particles will be found, when the filters containing the smal-
lest particles are examined. 
By counting up the number of part i c 1 es on this flag, and knowing the 
volume of air which the flag sampled in the stratosphere, we are able to 
calculate the number of particles present in the stratosphere on the days 
this flag sampled it. For particles greater than one micron in size we find 
that there was approximately one particle in every ten cubic meters of air. 
This would be tantamount to having only one microscopic speck of dust in 
your dining room. Obviously, things don•t get dirty very fast in the 
stratosphere. However, this particle density is still in considerable ex-
cess of all previous estimates. Calculations such as this are essential if 
we are ever to understand the dynamics of particle behavior in the atmos-
phere. Once we reach this level of understanding of the other parts of our 
atmosphere (the troposphere and the mesosphere) we will, in turn, be able to 
more accurate 1 y judge the consequences of the injection of more massive 
amounts of material into the atmosphere by such processes as cataclysmic 
volcanic eruptions or tremendous man-made explosions. 
About a third of the particles 10 microns or larger in size were found 
to consist of the products of rocket exhaust. These grains are extremely 
reflective little spheres, and in the past there has been some concern re-
garding their ability to reflect sunlight away from the earth. Using the 
population we find for these particles as a baseline we will now be able to 
carefully evaluate the ever increasing amount of this material as space 
shuttle activity increases. This will allow us to detennine if indeed there 
should be any noticable climatic changes due to the imminent unprecedented 
level of rocket use. At smaller particle sizes, especially for grains smal-
ler than five microns in diameter, volcanic debris accounted for most of the 
material in the stratosphere at the time flag W7017 was flown. The obvious 
source for this material would seem to be Mount St. Helens, whose most vio-
lent eruption came in May, 1980. However, the composition of the volcanic 
dust in our stratospheric sample indicates that the source of our dust must 
be some other volcano. By detennining the actual volcano this material 
originated from, and noting the date of its eruption, we will learn more 
about the residence time of particles in the stratosphere. The importance 
of this knowledge becomes apparent when it is recalled that the most violent 
volcanic eruptions have probably been the direct cause of past episodes of 
global cooling. The amount of time volcanic dust can remain suspended in 
the atmosphere would therefore have a direct relation to the duration of 
these cold episodes • 
Finally, the extraterrestrhl fraction of the stratospheric particles 
are being carefully examined in our laboratory. Most of these particles 
appear to be identical in composition to ordinary meteorites, and are there-
fore probably samples of asteroids which have strayed near the earth. These 
samples will enable us to better understand the interactions of falling 
meteors with earth•s atmosphere. This knowledge will, in turn, enable us to 
more completely understand the complex processes which accompany the burnup 
of dead satellites reentering earth•s atmosphere. 
Some of the extraterrestrial particles we are examining are fluffy 
aggregates which probably originated within comets. These grains are there-
fore direct clues to the processes which shaped our solar system. This 
research will enable refinements to be made in current models for solar evo-
lution and planetary formation, and perhaps allow more accurate models to be 
developed. 
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